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Casting for perch on Spirit Lake. 
Northwest 
By Tom Gengerke 
Tom Gengerke is the Northwest district 
fishereies supervisor located at Spirit 
Lake. He holds a B.S. degree and an 
M .S. degree from South Dakota Stale 
University. He has been with the com-
mission since 1977. 
Bullhead 
Silver Lake (Dickinson County) and 
Black Hawk Lake are loaded with 
bullheads. Over 50,000 bullheads, av-
eraging 8 to 10 inches were harvested 
during 1983 at Black Hawk Lake. May 
and June are e pec1ally good month for 
_....:;;:;:_____ -~-~-.... _: __ -------~- ........--.-- - -------
ore cas 
this lake. The return of adequate water 
levels in the Great Lakes area has 
brought on the bullheads and Spirit 
Lake has shown steady improvement 
since the early 1980's. Late May and 
early June are the be t time for popular 
spots like the North Grade, Buffalo 
Run, Ternplar Park and Linle Spirit. 
These areas can be especially good after 
dark. Linle Wall Lake represents a 
bullhead bonanza and hould not be 
overlooked. Fish are running from % to 
11;4 pounds. 
Channel Catiish 
Rivers and catfi h go hand-in-hand, 
and excellent fishing w11l be available in 
VIrtually all Iowa rivers dunng 1984. 
The Little Sioux , Raccoon, Des 
Moines, Big Sioux and Iowa will offer 
some of the best opportumties. Fish 
larger than 10 pounds will be common 
and the action wi II be fa<; t. Prepared 
baits will be be~t in these flowing 
system . A number of area lake also 
boa t abundant catfi h populations. 
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County Conservat ion areas with 
cooperative cage catfish programs are 
often the best. Oldham near Soldier, 
Nelson Park near Dow City, Moorehead 
near Ida Grove, Pahoja near Larchwood 
and Dog Creek in O'Brien County are 
among the top contenders for catfish 
enthusiasts. Larger lakes are also well 
worth sampling. Black Hawk Lake has 
been yielding over 9,400 fish per year, 
with most fish weighing about a pound. 
East Okoboji may just be the largest 
untapped catfish reservoir in northern 
Iowa. Both are examples of successful 
management programs producing quali-
ty fisheries. 
Walleye 
The best fishing will be found on Big 
Spirit, Clear Lake and Lost Island 
where 12- to 16-mch fish are common 
and the opportunity to catch larger fish 
is always pre ent. The key to spring 
fishing on Big Spirit and Lo t Island is a 
late ice out followed by teadily increas-
ing water temperature . A jig and min-
Iowans can wet their lines in a variety of fishing waters including 19,000 
miles of interior streams, 200,000 acres of border rivers, 90,000 acres of 
lakes and reservoirs, SO cold water trout streams and 80,000 fann ponds. 
Fisheries biologists fonnu/ated this f earless fishing f orecast to help anglers 
during the new fishing season this spring. The action's already started and 
prospects are exciting! 
now or just a plain minnow are old 
standbys and always worth the effort . 
River fishing for walleyes has been 
excellent during the past two years and 
from all indications 1984 wi ll also be a 
producer. The West Fork of the Des 
Moines from Rutland to the Combelt 
Dam and the Raccoon River down-
stream from Sac City should be espe-
cially good. Many fish in the two- to 
six-pound class will be taken Jigs and 
Rapalas are consistently productive. 
Yellow Perch 
This will be a year to remember for 
yellow perch fishing. The return to 
normal water levels during the early 
1980's created conditions for spectacu-
lar recruitment and excellent survival. 
Strong year classes established during 
times of high water will continue to 
enter the fishery and provide excellent 
catches of large fish. Big Spirit, West 
Okoboj i and Clear Lake will lead the 
parade. The harvest from West Okoboji 
alone has approached 100,000 fish dur-
ing each of the past two years and ~ 984 
will be better yet! Fall and early wmter 
are the traditional seasons but versatile 
anglers have caught good numbers _of 
fish much earlier. Small jigs tipped w1th 
wigglers or wax worms ar~ . usually just 
the ticket. West OkobOJI fi shermen 
should remember that there is a tremen-
dous bluegill fishery in that lake and 
that yellow perch have really been 
utilizing the forage these young blue-
gills provide. Success belong to the 
flexible angler. 
Muskellunge 
It's the fish of a thousand casts- or 
maybe just one! Peak_ harv~st usually 
occurs in June and agam dunng August 
and September. The state record is 
lurking in West Okoboji , but Big Spirit 
has really come on during the pa t two 
years. A good number of 20- to 30-
pound fish are caught each year from 
both lakes by both novice and seasoned 
anglers , but ultralight tackle won't han-
dle these tackle bu ters. 
Northern Pike 
Good to excellent fishing can be 
expected at Clear Lake and Big Spirit. 
especiaUy for fish m the two- to five-
pound class. The Winnebago River 
from Fertile to Mason City will also 
provide stringers of nice-sized fish._ If 
winterkills didn't occur, the best fishmg 
will occur at Tuttle and Five Island 
Lakes. Plenty of line stretchers in the 
1 0-pound-and-larger class are found in 
these natural lakes. Artific ial lures , 
noteably spoons, Mepps spinners and 
Rapalas are good but chubs and other 
live baits also work. 
Smallmoutb Bass 
Some really beautiful fish will be 
taken this year. Lake fishermen would 
do well to start early, concentrate on 
rock piles or rocky points and use a 
minnow, preferably a shiner, fished 
slowly. West Okoboji and Spirit Lakes 
both produce quality fish, however, 
more consistent fishing will be experi-
enced on West Okoboji. When the 
weather warms, crankbaits take small-
mouth. River fishing, once the rivers 
get back in their banks and begin to 
clear, usually produces more fish per 
trip, although they are seldom as large 
as the lake variety. The Iowa, the Boone 
and the Winnebago all have nice fish. 
Knowledgeable anglers concentrate 
downstream from riffle areas, near sub-
merged timber and in deep holes. A 12-
inch length limit applies on all interior 
streams, and a 14-inch limit applies on 
Spirit, West Okoboji , East Okoboji, 
Upper Gar, Lower Gar and Minnewash-
ta Lakes. 
Largemouth Bass 
Lake Smith and Lower Pine Lake 
will produce excellent catche of bass 
this year. Shoreline brush or submerged 
structures are best. The canal areas of 
West Okoboji will produce fish early 
but these fish move out when the water 
gets too warm. Surveys indicate a good 
number of 14- to 16-inch fish as well as 
a number of 4-5 pounders in Center 
Lake. If winter mortality i light, Five 
Island Lake is worth a try for fish from 
one to three pounds. Surveys conducted 
last summer indicated a number of fish 
just below the 14-inch length limJt at 
Lake Pahoja. The e fish w1ll be legal 
during 1984. Dog Creek 1s another lake 
with plenty of l 1/2-pound fish JUSt 
waiting for anglers in that part of 
the region. 
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Northwest cont. 
Bluegill 
Lake Cornelia has plenty of "gills" 
up to eight inches available and should 
provide some excellent fishing during 
1984. Nightcrawlers or small jigs fished 
near the vegetation will catch the atten-
tion of these fish. Beeds Lake will 
provide fish from 6-7 inches as will 
West Okoboji and East Okoboji . West 
Okoboji has provided some excellent 
bluegill fishing during the past two 
years, and the catch should continue. 
By mid-summer, 6-inch fish will be 
common in Dog Creek. 
Crappie 
The best crappie fishing will occur on 
Clear Lake, Little Wall , North Twin, 
Crawford Creek and Storm Lake. Fi h 
from 8-10 inches will be the norm. 
Some real slabs will come from Storm 
Lake and Clear Lake this year. The 
marina area is the early season hotspot 
for Storm Lake whi le at Clear Lake, the 
emerging rush beds on the west end will 
provide the best fishing. Small jigs -or 
minnows are the best baits. 
Other Species 
Clear Lake will offer the best oppor-
tunity for white bass fishermen, espe-
cially during spring and fall. Many fish 
from 12-16 inches will be taken using a 
jig and minnow or a Mepps spinner. 
White bass are also a bonus for crappie 
fishermen at Storm Lake as well as 
providing that little something extra at 
East Okoboji . 
The freshwater drum is available in 
large numbers in West Okoboji . It is 
difficult to fish a jig and not hook one , 
and a piece of crawdad is a sure bet. 
The fish are delicious when the dark 
meat is cut away and the remaining is 
served with shrimp sauce. 
Tiger Musky (hybrid cross between 
northern pike and muskellunge) are 
available and are getting bigger every 
year. Storm Lake or Black Hawk now 
hold plenty of fish from 32-38 inche m 
length. 
When it comes to fishing, northwest 
Iowa has variety, quality and quantity in 
its glacial lake and diverse prairie 
streams. Lots of friendly people are 
rightly proud of the resource in the tr 
part of the state. The fisherie biologi ts 
of northwest Iowa invite anglers to 
share with them a quality outdoor 
expenence. 
Trout fishing begins with first stocking in early April. 
Northeast 
By Dave Moeller 
David Moeller is the Northeast district 
fisheries supervisor locaJed at Manches-
ter. He has been with the commission for 
14 years and holds a B.S. degree from 
Iowa StaLe University. 
Bluegill and Crappie 
The Mississippi River provides pre-
mier panfish angling both in term of 
number and size of fi h caught. Blue-
gill and crappie populations rank among 
the very best in the tate. Bluegill 
provide lots of ftllets from late spring 
right on through the rest of the year and 
particularly the ice fishing eason. They 
will be in hallow backwaters in late 
spring, in the brush and on wingdarn in 
the summer and early fall , and back into 
the backwater under the ice. Our sur-
veys have hown excellent crappie 
population with large number of fish 
in the nine- to eleven-inch range. Crap-
pies take minnows in the tree tops of 
deeper water in the spring and summer 
months and in the shallow backwaters 
in the winter. 
Walleye and Sauger 
Walleye fi hing in northeast Iowa 
means river fishing. The Mtssissippi , 
Cedar and Shellrock Rivers top the list 
in numbers and size of fish caught. 
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Sauger, smaller cousin of the walleye, 
are found only in the Mississippi, how-
ever, populations there are very strong. 
Creel surveys have shown that over 
20,000 walleye and sauger are harvest-
ed annually at each of the lock and dam 
tailwaters from October through April . 
A recent study also showed that even 
though the combined daily catch limit 
of walleye and sauger is a liberal ten, 
these Mississippi River populations are 
healthy and are not bei ng over-
harvested. The Cedar and Shellrock 
walleye populations are smaller than the 
Mississippi, however, the size of fish 
caught is excellent. Both streams pro-
duce fish exceeding 13 pounds. 
The biggest fish are caught in early 
spring just after iceout. These fish 
congregate below dams prior to spawn-
ing and feed quite actively. A wide 
variety of baits and lures are effective, 
with jigs, minnows, twister tails and 
sonars being favorites. The important 
thing is to fish slowly on or ju t off the 
bottom. Late spring through early fall 
walleye fishing is often very good on 
the rock wing dams found along the 
main channel border of the Mississippi. 
When fishing these wing dams or other 
riprap areas, the lure must be bounced 
on the rocks. A few setups may be lost, 
but some fine walleyes will be taken. 
'frout 
The Iowa trout program continues to 
gain attention from increasing numbers 
of Iowa and non-resident anglers. Trout 
stream conditions are expected to be 
good to excellent in 1984 due to faJl and 
winter precipitation recharging the 
underground aquifers that create the 
cold-water streams. Nearly 3 12,000 
half-pound rainbow and brown trout 
will be stocked in 4 7 "catchable" trout 
streams, beginning in early April and 
extending through October. An addi-
tional 300 lunker-sized (3- to 15-pound) 
browns and rainbows will be scattered 
in these streams during May and June, 
adding to the excitement. Premier 
catchable trout streams include North 
Bear, South Bear, Waterloo, Trout Run , 
lfout River, Coldwater, French, Sny 
Magill , Richmond Springs and Swiss 
Valley. Late fall stocking have proved 
popular with anglers and I I catchable 
streams will also be stocked through the 
month of November. 
Special brown trout trophy fi heries 
developed in portions of Spring Branch, 
Bloody Run and French Creeks have 
worked out extremely well. Electro-
fishing urveys have shown good num-
bers of browns pre ent over the 14-mch 
minimum-length limit, with occasional 
fish present up to seven pounds. These 
fish are stocked as two-inch fmgerlings 
and have spent the majority of their 
lives in the stream and present a real 
challenge to anglers fishing with artifi-
cial lures. The South Fork Big Mill has 
a naturally reproducing brook trout 
population which will produce a few 
brookies over the 12-inch length limit. 
New trout anglers often have difficul-
ty catching trout. One of the problems is 
that Iowans rarely fish in crystal-clear 
waters and are unaware of the problems 
these conditions present. Clear water 
gives trout a visual advantage and they 
quickly get " lockjaw" when there is 
commotion right on the stream's edge. 
Moving quietly and as far back from the 
stream edge as possible, successful an-
glers cast baits and lures into pools 
where the trout have had no warning as 
to their presence. Using a variety of 
baits and lures also unproves catch 
rates. What works one day often doesn't 
the next, so it pays to try different baits 
and lures. 
Largemouth Bass 
Mississippi River backwaters are the 
mainstay of largemouth bass fishing in 
northeast Iowa. The " 01' Miss" is not 
known for its lunker bass but the 
number of bass caught per hour rivals 
any other water in the state. May and 
June are the best bassin ' months; how-
ever, fall anglers also do well. Large-
mouths are very structure-oriented and 
the stump fields, weed beds and shore-
line structure in shallow water produce 
best in the spring. Rip-raps and tree tops 
in deeper water are good in the late 
summer and fall months. Plastic 
worms, crank baits, pig-and-jig and 
spinner baits are all proven lures. 
George Wyth Lake is a good bet for a 
trophy bass. This lake annually pro-
duces a few largemouths up to eight 
pounds as well as good numbers of 
smaller fish. 
Channel Catfish 
It's hard to bait-fish any of the 
northeast rivers and not catch catfi h. 
Our surveys how population continue 
to be trong with good numbers of cats 
in the two- to six-pound class. The 
Wapsipinicon River in Buchanan Coun-
ty, the Cedar River in Bremer and Black 
Hawk Counties, the Upper Iowa River 
below the lower dam and the Maquoke-
ta Rtver below Delhi are particularly 
good stretche . Volga Lake produced 
some mce tringers of cats in 1983 and 
will agam this year. 
Northern Pike 
The Wapsi River contains the largest 
northern pike population of all the 
inland rivers in the state. Small north-
ems are numerous and an occasional 
trophy-sized pike may be found . The 
Cedar River has an increasing popula-
tion of northerns, with individuals up to 
20 pounds taken each year. The weedy 
backwaters of inland rivers, particularly 
along breaks next to current, are best. 
The Mississippi River, north of Du-
buque, has large populations of north-
ems, with many in the six- to eight-
pound range and an occasional fish up 
to 15 pounds. Still-fishing with large 
chubs in the backwaters during the 
hottest part of July and August is par-
ticularly effective. Areas where cold-
water streams feed into the Mississippi 
also hold concentrations of northern 
pike during the hot months. 
Smallrnouth Bass 
The smallmouth bass is king in many 
of the inland rivers in northeast Iowa. 
The key to bronzeback fishing is in 
locating good habitat - streams with 
good areas of gravel, rock and boulders. 
Some of the best habitat is located on 
the Cedar River from Otranto to St. 
Ansgar and from Mitchell to Floyd; the 
Upper Iowa River from Lime Springs to 
Kendallville and from Decorah to High-
way 76; and the Maquoketa River from 
Delhi to Hopkinton. A 12-inch length 
limit imposed in 1980 has had a benefi-
cial affect on bass populations. The e 
streams produce good catches of small-
mouth between I Y2 and 2V2 pounds, 
with a few individuals up to 4 Y2 
pounds. Smallmouth bass are quite ag-
gressive and real ly put on the feedbag in 
late summer and early fall , so this is the 
prime time to go after this superb 
fighter. A wide variety of baits and lures 
work well at this time, including Beetle-
Spins, Twister Tails, small crank baits, 
jigs and Rapala-type plugs. The pools 
lined with rocks and boulders hold 
these fish. 
White Bass 
Probably no fishing is as exciting as 
when the "stripers" are hitting. White 
bass enthusia ts eek out these peed-
sters in the Missis ippi River primarily 
from July through October. The majority 
of stripers run around a pound; however, 
schools of two to three pounders are 
not uncommon. Fishing concentrates 
around wingdams and swift-flowing 
rocky dropoffs. Jig and spinners are 
very effective m taking these hard-
hitting and sporty fighting fish. 
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Southeast 
By Steve Waters 
Steve Walters is the Southeast district 
fisheries supervisor located at Lake Darl-
ing. He holds a B .S. degree from the 
University of Nebraska alld Oil M.S. 
degree from the University of Missouri. 
He has been with the commission for 
10 years. 
Largemouth Bass 
Largemouth bass fishing in Pools 17, 
18 and 19 of the Mississippi River will 
be good. The Big Timber, Hidden 
Acres and Cleveland Slough areas of 
Pool 17 have a catch rate for bass as 
high as any on the river. Large islands in 
Pool 18 and upper Pool 19 and tributary 
stream mouths in lower Pool 19 are the 
best bets for bass angling. The common 
sizes of the nver bass are between 11 
and 15 inche . Lake Wapello i the 
traditional place to catch a lunker bass. 
Big fish are the rule at this scenic ba s 
hole. Crystal-clear Pleasant Creek i 
one of the top bass lakes in the state. 
High growth rates have resulted in a 
high number of 12- to 16-inch bass 
Lake Geode IS back' lt'5 only been three 
Midsummer walleye fishing can be hot at Rathbun. 
years after renovation and the number 
of 12- to 15-inch bass i outstanding. 
The 14-inch size limit means a lot of 
catch-and-relea e fishing with plenty of 
action. 
Other great bass lake to consider for 
'84 are Lake Ode sa, Lake Miami, 
Rathbun Reservoir, Lake Macbride, 
Coralville Reservoir and Lake Iowa. 
Crappie 
Fall electrofishing samples showed a 
large population of 9-inch and larger 
crappies at Lake Ode a. The angling 
should be excellent, perhaps even better 
than last year. Providing Lake Rathbun 
has favorable water conditions, the 
crappie angling should hit the high-
excitement level . There are good num-
bers of 8- to 10-inch fish, with some 
Junkers available. Most Mississippi 
River backwaters will produce good 
numbers of 8- to 11 -inch fish. The Big 
Timber, Cleveland Slough and Hidden 
Acres of Pool 17 are the top crappie 
spots. These areas have deep dredge 
holes and generally good water quality. 
Andulusia Island (Pool 16), Huron Is-
land (Pool 18) and Burlington Island 
(Pool 19) backwaters are al o excellent 
choices. The bru h piles and stump 
fields will be the areas to fish in spring 
and fall . During the hot ummer months 
the fish should be suspended in deep 
water holes. 
Lakes Iowa, Miami and Wapello will 
al o be good bets for 1983. Lake 
Darling will produce orne 15-inch indi-
viduals along with the average 8-inch 
crapp1e. 
Bluegill 
Angling for spring bluegill means hot 
and heavy action. Look in shallow areas 
for nesting fish. Drift-fishing in open 
water is an effective summer bluegill 
angling technique. The quabty of blue-
gill in Red Haw Lake is astounding. 
Large "gills" are common, with an 
occasional 1 0-incher ready to make life 
interesting. Fish the Mississippi River 
backwaters in the same areas as you 
would for crappie for 6- to 8-inch fish. 
Lakes Odessa, Hawthorn , Miami, Iowa 
and Geode will produce great bluegill 
fishing this year. 
Channel CatfiSh 
Our cage-catfish and maintenance-
stocking programs have e tablished ex-
celJent catfish populations in all lakes 
managed by the Iowa Conservation 
Commission. Rathbun Reservoir has an 
outstanding population w1th 10- to 12-
pound fish common. The following 
lake are guaranteed catfi h getters: 
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Lakes Wapello, Miami, Lake of the 
Hills, Iowa, Macbride, Otter Creek, 
Rodgers , Darling, Odessa, Pollmiller, 
Pleasant Creek and Coralville. Most of 
our inland rivers are top producers as is 
the Mississippi . Excellent numbers of 
catfish are ready to be taken in Pools 18 
and 19 of the Great River. Pools 16 and 
17 should be rated as good. Wing dams, 
closing dams and riprap shorelines are 
excellent all season for cats. 
Walleye 
Some of the best walleye and sauger 
angling in the Midwest exists on the 
Mississippi River. Lock and dam tail-
waters and wing dams are the normal 
hot spots for fish up to three pounds. 
Big fish are also present and are taken 
seriously by the river angler. Rathbun 
Reservoir and Lake Macbride will pro-
duce good catches of walleye this year. 
lrophy walleye are common at Rathbun 
but catch rates will be greater at Mac-
bride for fish up to three pounds. 
Tiger Muskie 
'frophy-size tigers are beginning to 
enter the angling scene in southeast 
Iowa. Several 20-pound fish have been 
taken at Hawthorn Lake. Legal fish can 
be caught at Pleasant Creek, Macbride, 
Rathbun and Darling. Creel studies 
indicate that May, June and July are the 
best fishing months. Crankbaits and 
spinner baits are good choices. 
Other Species 
Bullhead enthusiasts will want to 
include fi shing trips to Hawthorn , 
Keomah, Union Grove, Odessa, Dar-
l~g and the Skunk River. A worm rig 
Wlth a light weight is as good as any . 
White bass anglers will want to fish 
the Mississippi River (tailwaters and 
wing dams), Rathbun and Coralville. 
Sizes caught will normally range up to 
14 inches and white bass can usual ly be 
found in large numbers. 
Flathead catfish can be found in the 
Skunk and Iowa Rivers. Large live 
chubs fished in deeper holes in summer 
and fall often produce tackle busters. 
Farm Ponds 
Ponds are plentiful in southeast Iowa 
and produce some of the state's best 
angling for largemouth bass, bluegill 
and catfish. The e mini-lakes produce 
more trophy catche than any other 
water type, and becau e they warm up 
quickly in the pring, make great places 
to begin the new fi hing eason. Farm 
ponds are on private property, which 
require owner' permission and the 
utmost re pect_ of property. 
Southwest 
Bv Joe Schwartz 
-
Joe Schwartz is the Southwest district 
fisheries supervisor located at Cold 
Springs. He holds a B.S. degree from 
Ohio State University and an M.S. de-
gree from Iowa State. He has been with 
the commission since 1971. 
Channel Catfish 
Several past angler surveys by the 
Conservation Commission have shown 
that Iowa fishermen like to catch chan-
nel catfish, especially in the southwest-
ern part of the state. This is not surpris-
ing, considering that just about every 
water there, from state lakes, rivers, 
small creeks, and even farm ponds, 
have abundant populations of catfish. 
In the last five years alone, almost 
800,000 channel catfish have been 
stocked into state and county fishing 
lakes in that region. 
Many people think of catfishing as a 
warm weather sport , but good fishing 
can be had right after ice out. The best 
baits are winter-killed fish found along 
the shoreline, or sour shad purchased 
from a bait store. Traditional summer 
fishing will be good, but a change in 
bait is usually necessary. Prepared baits, 
chicken liver, and nightcrawlers are 
commonly used during warm water 
periods. Major rivers in the southwest-
em part of the state provide good 
catfishing if water levels are normal or 
rising slightly. The holes and brush piles 
of the Nishnabotna, Raccoon, and 
Grand Rivers are top choices for a 
stringer of excellent eating "cats." The 
Des Moines River should be especially 
good this year. Excellent places to fish 
are between Runnels and Red Rock 
Reservoir at the Bennington Bridge and 
boxcar areas. North of Saylorville Re-
servoir around the Highway 17 bridge is 
also a good spot. Further north , the 
Ledges Park area, Fraser Dam, atid the 
Boone waterworks are also good places 
to try. 
Good catfish lakes include Green 
Valley, Icaria, Viking, and Nine Eagles 
for fish up to 20 pound . Parts of Lake 
Icaria provide fishing 24 hours a day. 
Other Jakes which should produce fish 
up to 10 pounds include Big Creek, 
Don Williams, Morman Trail , Little-
field, Gray's, Easter, and Slip Bluff. 
Surveys in 1983 showed that there are 
so many catfish in Don Williams and 
Slip Bluff that they won 't be stocked 
in 1984. 
Crappie 
May is the month for crappie fishing. 
The weather is nice, the fishing is good 
and what better excuse is there for 
heading to a favorite lake than to catch a 
mess of crappies? For the most fun, 
ultralite gear with small white jigs or 
minnows is best. Brushy or rocky areas 
near shore are tops in the spring. Crap-
pies move to deeper water as the season 
progresses where drift-fishing from a 
boat is productive. Green Valley should 
have a banner year in 1984. Fisheries 
surveys in 1983 showed this lake has 
one of the largest crappie populations in 
the state. Most fish are eight inches. Big 
Creek, a perennial favorite, will have 
excellent crappie fishing in 1984. Aver-
age size is 9 Y2 inches with fish up to II 
inches being taken. Saylorville Reser-
voir, a neighbor to Big Creek, should be 
good if the lake has stable water' levels. 
Riprap along the face of the dam and 
the Highway 17 bridge are good choices 
at normal pool. Coves with flooded 
trees are the best bet if the water is high. 
Fish up to 14 inches will be taken. 
Icaria, Don Williams, Viking, and Nine 
Eagles should also be good crappie 
producers in 1984. 
Largemouth Bass 
All lakes and most farm ponds in 
southwest Iowa have bass in them but 
' several will be in the limelight in 1984. 
Lake Anita should be good . A 1983 
bass tournament at Anita was reported 
to be the best of the year for one active 
bass club. Good numbers of large fish 
are present. Icaria and Green Valley will 
both be good again this year. At Icaria 
May crappie fishing at Big Creek. 
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Southwest cont. 
the points and underwater tructure are 
consistent producers, while at Green 
Valley the marked stake beds and brush 
shelters are good. Fi h up to 6 pounds 
will be taken from the e two popular 
lakes. Robert's Creek Lake will al o be 
good . Forty percent of the bas in thi 
lake are larger than the 14-inch length 
limit. Saylorville will have good bass 
fishing if the water conditions are good. 
Walleye 
Three district lakes will produce 
walleyes thi year. Big Creek and lcaria 
con i tently produce catches of two-
pounders, but walleye up to 8 pounds 
live in these lakes and a few lunkers will 
be taken. Saylorville Re ervoir contains 
lots of walleye, but again good fi hing 
depends on water conditions. Fall sur-
veys produced many six-pounders in 
the nets and these fish are still in the 
lake. The face of the darn and andy 
points will hold these fish. Rapalas , 
jigs, and minnows will take them. Fall 
walleye fishing in the De Moine River 
above Saylorville can be very good at 
times. Best fishing occurs when the 
river is clear and at low flows. 
Bluegill 
Lake Anita has been the best lake in 
the region for bluegi lls up to 10 inche 
year after year, and it will be o again in 
1984. The e big bluegills can give quite 
a battle on ultraJite tackle and are also 
excellent eating. Other good lakes to 
fish are Icaria, Morman Trail. Big 
Creek, Hickory Grove, and Green Val-
ley. All produce many fish in the 6- to 
8-inch ize. Bluegill can be caught with 
worms, mall spinners, jig . or flie . 
Late May is the be t time to catch 
bluegills because the fish are concen-
trated on their pawning bed and are 
very aggre ive. They can be located by 
following the shorel ine and looking for 
the telltale swirls bluegills make while 
protecting their ne t. Later in the year, 
the edge of weedbeds produce in the 
morning and evenings. Drift-fishing in 
deep water will take them during mid-
day. 
Bullhead 
Three lakes with new fi h popula-
tions will provide pectacular bullhead 
fishing this year. Lakes Ahquabi, 
Prairie Rose, and Badger Creek will 
provide lots of action. One of the ea ier 
fish species to catch, a hook baited with 
a gob of worms and tossed on the 
bottom, will take them. 
Other Fish 
Most of the larger lakes in the region 
have been stocked with tiger musky 
since 1978 and produce a few keepers 
each year. The older fish are now 38 
inches and would make a respectable 
trophy for any angler. Tiger muskies 
have been tocked in Anita, Ytking, 
Manawa, Don Will iams, Hickory 
Grove, Big Creek, Easter, Gray's, Nine 
Eagles, Green Valley, Jcaria and Lake of 
Three Fire . Muskie were first tocked 
in Big Creek in 1972, and there are a 
few Junkers present, maybe even a new 
state record. Smallmouth bass are back 
in the Raccoon River. The riffles at 
Hyde Park and Squirrel Hollow upport 
them. 
Wipers, a hybrid between white bass 
and ocean- triped ba , have been suc-
cessfully established in Saylorville and 
should be caught in greater numbers in 
1984 than ever before. Stocked each 
year in Saylorville, they can be caught 
in the Des Moines River system from 
De Moine to Fort Dodge. Best fishing 
will be below Saylorville, at the Cotton-
wood Acce s to the river. Jigs, spoons, 
or Mepps spinners will produce around 
sand bars. Fi h run 3 Y2 to 5 pounds. 
All in all if weather and water condi-
tions cooperate, it should be another 
good fishing year in southwest Iowa. 
Summer drift-fishing produces crappies from many southwest Iowa klkes. 
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HOW TO I WHERE TO I WHEN TO CATCH 'EM 
By Jim V.'ahl 
Jim Wahl is a fisheries management 
bwlogist located at Clear Lake. He holds 
a B.S. degree from Iowa State University 
and an M.S. degree from South Dakota 
State University. He joined the commis-
swn in 1982. 
Those who believe the only way to 
catch walleyes is to travel to northern 
Canada haven't looked very hard. Al-
though natural reproduction of the wall-
eye is limited in Iowa, many lakes and 
rivers are stocked annually with fry or 
fmgerling fish. In fact, lowa stocks 
more walleyes than any state in the 
nation ! Most of these waters support 
good walleye populations and offer fine 
angling opportunities close to home. 
Walleye angling in Iowa can be a 
year-round sport; however, there are 
time periods when fish are most vulner-
able. One of these is the pre-spawn, a 
peak activity period . 
Time of Year 
Walleyes maintain a " biological 
clock" which is activated by two key 
factors - water temperature and photo-
period. As late winter days lengthen 
and water temperatures begin to climb, 
walleyes move from their deep water 
wintering haunts to shallower spawning 
areas. In lakes, this will nonnally occur 
shortly after ice-out, during late March 
or early April. During a late winter 
these movements may actually occur 
under the ice. Movement , resulting 
from the onset of spawning behavior. 
generally occurs earlier in river popula-
tions than in lake populations. River 
anglers should concentrate their efforts 
in early March. 
Typically, males are the fi rst fish to 
move to spawning areas. As conditions 
for pawning improve, larger numbers 
of fish exhibit aggregate behav10r pat-
tern and "stage·· or congregate near 
pro pective spawning ground~. A~ wa-
ter temperatures reach the mid-40's. 
male fish move into shallow water 
during periods of darknes and cruise up 
and down the shoreline looking for 
females. Thi activity may occur for 
two to three weeks before conditions are 
just nght and actual paw mng take 
place. ot all walleyes spav. n at the 
River anglers, like this one below Rathbun, concentrate their efforts in March. 
same time: however, the bulk of the 
eggs are relea<;ed within a week to ten-
day penod 
Location 
Walleyes in both lake and nver~ 
usually spawn in shallow water (I to 5 
feet) over rock reefs, sandbars. or 
gravel areas Occasionally, vegetation 
may be used Because spawnmg ts 
triggered b} water temperature. rocky 
areas that v.ann up ftrst will attract the 
ftrst pre-spawn fish. [n a lake, location 
such as an mlet or a narrows are likely 
locations. As water temperatures ri e, 
fish may be found on rocky, shoreltne 
points or rocky, wmdswept stretches of 
shoreline. 
In rivers, movement to spawnmg 
sites is generally up tream. Many rivers 
in Iowa have towhead dams or barrier 
structures on them which impede fish 
movement. Walleye. will stack up be-
low these dams. ~o these areas become 
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excellent concentration points for pre-
spawn fish. Fish location is not static 
and downstream movements do occur. 
'Thchniques 
In lakes, pre-spawn walleyes are 
drawn to the shallower, wanner areas of 
the lake where they crui e the shoreline 
in search of females. They are also in 
search of baitfish. Because natural food 
is limited at this time of year and fish 
are relatively concentrated, excellent 
catches often result. Walleyes can be 
caught during the day, particularly in 
shallow Jakes that are highly produc-
tive. However, if the water is clear, best 
results are usually at night. Walleyes 
can be startled easily in shallow water, 
so wading or anchoring and casting 
work better than trolling. 
A large variety of baits will catch 
pre-spawn fish , but probably the mo t 
successful is the leadhead jig. Jigs 
tipped with some sort of live bait 
generally catch more walleyes than 
those without. Walleyes have seasonal 
preferences for live baits, and during 
the pre-spawn period , the best bet is a 
rmnnow. 
The color of leadhead should imitate 
the natural forage found in that lake. 
For example, if walleyes are feeding on 
yellow perch, a yellow or chartreuse 
color may work best, while if spottail 
shiners are the predominate forage, 
white or silver may be preferred. 
Because of cold water temperatures 
during the pre-spawn period, walleye 
metabolism is slow. The jig should be 
fished lowly, especially if it's tipped 
with a minnow. A minnow fished on a 
slip-sinker or a slip-bobber rig is often 
effective as are the minnow-imitating 
lures such as Rapalas, Rebels or Red 
Fins. 
The same baits which are successful 
in catching lake walleyes a1 o work well 
in rivers; however, fish location and lure 
presentation is quite different. When 
fishing small- to medium-sized rivers 
during the daytime, pre-spawn walleyes 
position themselves in areas of reduced 
current. Prime spots include eddies and 
the edges of river holes. Walleyes will 
move onto shallow gravel bars at night, 
but normally do not use them for 
daytime feeding. 
Rivers can be successfully fished 
from either shore or boat. A jig and 
minnow combination generally produce 
good results in current breaks. In pools, 
walleyes tend to concentrate toward the 
upstream end. Again, trolling can spook 
the fish. Anchoring and casting thin , 
wobbling minnow-imitation lures or 
live bait rigs downstream works well. 
Depending upon weather conditions, 
the pre-spawn period normally lasts 
from two to four weeks. Typically, male 
fish are more aggressive during this 
period, so a typical catch is dominated 
by "bucks." If a female takes the lure, 
however, it may be a trophy. At no other 
time during the year do females carry 
this much weight. 
Top pre-spawn walleye lakes in Iowa 
include Clear Lake (Cerro Gordo Co.), 
Lost Island Lake (Palo Alto Co.), 
Storm Lake (Buena Vista Co.), Icaria 
(Adams Co.) and Big Creek Lake (Polk 
Co.). Saylorville and Rathbun reser-
voirs may also produce pre-spawn wall-
eyes from both the tailwaters and the 
faces of the dams. Top rivers include the 
Mississippi , the Cedar, Shell Rock, Des 
Moines, Wapsipinicon and the Middle 
Raccoon. Fishermen should remember 
that in order to prevent angler mterfer-
ence with brood stock collection, West 
and East Okoboji Lakes and Spirit Lake 
are closed to walleye fishing each year 
from mid-February to the first weekend 
in May. 
During the pre-spawn penod, wall-
eyes actively feed and are particularly 
accessible to the angler. Anglers who 
understand walleye behavior and fish 
for them during this calendar period will 
be rewarded with nice stringers of fish. 
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Netting broodstock along Rathbun 
dam (above). 
COLLECTING 
WALLEYE 
BROODS1DCK 
By Mike Mason 
Mike Mason is a fisheries biologist at 
the Rathbun hatchery. H e holds a B .S. 
degree from Virginia Polytechnic Insti-
tute and State University. H e has been 
with the Commission since 1981. 
Soon after Rathbun Lake was im-
pounded in 1969, walleye produced at 
Spirit Lake Hatchery were stocked into 
the lake. Annual stockings have been 
made since to provide anglers the op-
portunity to catch this highly-prized 
game fish. In addition, the stockings 
have also provided the Iowa Conserva-
tion Commission with a reliable source 
of adult walleye for fish culture pur-
poses. Since Rathbun Hatchery began 
walleye culture operations in 1977, over 
300 million fry have hatched from 
nearly 500 million eggs taken from 
Rathbun Lake walleye. 
Preparation for the collection of wall-
eyes begins in late winter when hatch-
ery personnel fabricate and repair the 
gill nets used to capture the adult 
walleye. The 150-foot gill nets u ed are 
made of nylon, and fish swimming into 
the net become entangled in its meshes. 
Because the ~alleye mu t be removed 
• 
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Large fe11Ulk walleye ripe with eggs and 
ready for stripping. After the process, 
she will be returned to the lake 
unharmed (above). 
gently from the nets to avoid injury to 
the fish, it is sometimes necessary to cut 
the net while disentangling them. 
As February ends and the last net is 
worked on, hatchery talk turns to guess-
ing when the ice cover will leave 
Rathbun Lake. The hatchery workers 
know that soon they will be setting the 
nets, and the bright warm room they 
have worked in will soon be replaced by 
dark, cool air and chilling water. 
Walleyes begin to move inshore to 
spawn as water temperatures approach 
45°. At Lake Rathbun this occurs from 
mid-March to mid-April. Hatchery 
crews monitor water temperatures and 
set nets to check on the walleye move-
ment. Male walleye tend to arrive at the 
rocky spawning areas first and make up 
a large percentage of initial collections. 
When it appears walleyes are moving 
to the spawning areas, the netting oper-
ation is put into full gear. Fisheries 
personnel from Chariton, Fairport and 
Elkader are called in to assist in the 
netting. Four two-man crews are used 
to work the nets, with each crew being 
responsible for four nets . The nets are 
set perpendicular to the shoreline during 
the evening hours , as this is when the 
walleyes are most active. Almost all the 
netting takes place along the rocky face 
of the dam. The nets are checked twice 
during the night, and on the second run 
the nets are pulled out until the next day. 
Fish entangled in the nets are careful-
ly removed and placed in a tank of 
water aboard each boat. When a crew is 
done checking its nets, it transports the 
adult walleye to a waiting hatchery 
truck. Upon arrival at the hatchery, the 
fish are sorted by sex and ripeness. 
Females which release eggs when 
pressed gently in their abdominal area 
are ripe and will be stripped of their 
eggs. Those females whose eggs are not 
free-flowing are placed in tanks to be 
checked daily. After being used, all the 
fish captured are returned to the lake. 
Eggs from each female are stripped 
into a plastic pan. Each female will 
yield from 100,000 to 200,000 gold-
colored eggs. Sperm is then added from 
at least two male walleyes to ensure the 
eggs will be fertilized. Sperm is re-
moved in a similar manner as the eggs, 
by manually putting pressure on the 
abdominal region of the fish . 
Walleye eggs are extremely adhesive. 
To prevent the eggs from sticking to-
gether after being fertilized , the eggs are 
placed in a clay-water solution for 
several minutes. Eggs are then rinsed 
thoroughly and placed in cloth trays to 
water-harden. About four hours later the 
eggs are measured into incubating jars, 
each jar holding approximately 325,000 
eggs. Rathbun Hatchery can incubate 
over 70,000,000 eggs. 
As the embryo in the egg develops, it 
acquires pigmentation and eye spots 
while losing its gold color. Hatching 
takes about 14 days in 50° water. Eggs 
hatch faster in warmer water and slower 
in colder water. After emerging from 
the eggs, the fry swim up out of the jar 
and are collected in a catch tank. 
Because walleye fry are very can-
nibalistic they must be stocked out 
before they begin to feed, usual ly two to 
three days after hatching. Two gallons 
of water and 200,000 fry are placed in a 
plastic bag which is then filled with 
compressed oxygen and sealed for de-
livery to stocking areas. 
Walleye are stocked because natural 
reproduction is inadequate to sustain a 
fishable walleye population in most of 
Iowa's waters. While less than 3% of 
the walleye fry stocked each year sur-
vive to adulthood , this means that some 
1 '12 million walleyes reach adulthood in 
Iowa, as a result of efforts at the 
Rathbun Fish Hatchery. 
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Catch a 
The lip-wck hold is a 
handy release for toothy 
critters. 
The fish ts released 
gently. 
............. __ -~-- -~-- - . - - -------
Release 
The lip-hold technique. 
Fish should remain m 
the water if possible. 
The head grip technique. 
By Steve Waters 
Photos 11) author 
The man set the hook as his young 
son watched with excitement the classic 
confrontation between man and bass. 
The 12-inch bas leaped from the water, 
darted for the brushy cover and headed 
for deep water in an effort to escape his 
captor. However, no amount of struggle 
was going to be enough this day. The 
man won. 
The exhausted bass was dragged over 
the moss bed and bounced along the 
rock and dirt bank before the man 
picked up the fish and yanked the lure 
from its mouth. 
"David ," aid the man to hi young 
son, "this is too mall to keep. Let's 
throw him back o he can grow bigger 
and you can catch him next year." The 
boy agreed and the small bass was 
hurled back toward the water from 
which he had come. 
The chance that David will catch the 
bass at some time in the future is poor, 
because the fi h will probably die. If the 
bass had been handled with greater 
care, David would have the opportunity 
to catch this bass on a later fi hing trip. 
Of course, not all fi h hould be 
returned to the water. However, there 
are times when keeping a fi h 1 unlaw-
ful and unnecessary and there are times 
when reeling a fish is not wise. Many 
predator species such as largemouth and 
smallmouth bass, muskie and tiger 
muskies are relatively few in number 
and are protected by law w1th length 
limits and possession limits. According 
to the law these protected fish must be 
returned to the water immediately, re-
gardless of their condition. Mother na-
ture is not wasteful and any mortally 
injured fi h will be well used m her 
scheme. 
There is a choice when it comes to 
keeping or releasing lawful fish. I be-
lieve a wi e philo ophy in dealing with 
the e fish i to keep what can be u ed 
and the re t be returned. AI o, by 
returning larger fi h to the water catch 
rates and the chance of catchmg a 
Junker fish arc improved. Fish that are 
thrown out of the freezer ix months 
later or are allowed to rot before they 
are cleaned reduces us to meat hunters 
and not sport men. Because of greatly 
increased fishmg pressure we can no 
longer afford to waste thi precious 
renewable resource. The t1me is now to 
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include catch and release fishing as part 
of our fishing practices. 
Merely releasing fish is not good 
enough. If we want our Davids to have 
an opportunity to catch our relea ed 
fish , we must release them properly. 
Several angling factors cause fish 
mortality. 
The hooking, catching, handling and 
releasing processes cause tress in fish 
and can cause a fish to go into shock. 
Shock occurs when the blood circulat-
ing system huts down and the end 
result can be death. If a fish lose its 
equilibrium and floats belly up, the fi h 
is in shock and in need of help. 
Lactic acid is a body waste product 
that builds up m the muscles and 
bloodstream during vigorous exerci e. 
Lactic acid buildup can cause shock and 
death in fish. Therefore, a fish to be 
released should not be over-played. 
Low levels of oxygen can cause a 
fish to go into shock and can reduce a 
fish's chance of recuperating. The obvi-
ous solution is to keep a release candi-
date in the water as much as possible. 
Warm water doesn't hold as much 
oxygen as cooler water. Because fish 
are more active in the warm water, there 
is less oxygen available for a fighting 
fish that is demanding extra oxygen. 
Thus, in order to keep the stress to a 
minimum, playing a fish should be kept 
to a minimum and release should occur 
quickly. 
The greatest cause of fish mortality is 
hooking injury. Fish hooked in the gills 
(if bleeding) and throat are usually poor 
survival candidates. However, if the 
hook can be removed from the throat 
the fish has a fair chance of surviving. 
Heavy bleeding often causes fish to go 
into shock, but if returned to the water 
blood coagulation will occur and the 
fi h may live. Fish hooked in the gills 
(not bleeding), stomach (the line can be 
clipped near the hook), tongue, lip and 
mouth have a good chance of survival 
and should be considered for release. If 
one eye is damaged and the fish i not 
bleeding profusely, it has a good chance 
for survival. Damage to both eyes 
usually produces a dead fish . 
Wection or fungu are a result of 
lost scale , hook wound , or develop 
from areas where protective slime ha 
been removed. AJso, a fish's sensitive 
internal organ can be damaged if a fish 
is allowed to thrash about and smash 
into things. A fi h's internal organ are 
not well supported out of the water and 
can be damaged by continually lifting 
the fish in and out of the water. Again, 
keeping the fish in the water and under 
control will greatly enhance a success-
ful release. 
A responsible angler should carry 
some tools with him that will enable 
him to properly handle and release 
caught fish. A long hook-out and long 
nose pliers are helpful when di lodging 
a deeply hooked fish. Jaw spreaders 
assist hook removal with toothy critters 
by opening and immobilizing the mouth 
area. Knotless and rubber-mesh dip nets 
remove less slime and cause le s exter-
nal damage than dip nets with knots . 
Side cutters are good if a hook must be 
cut. Nail clippers are handy when the 
fishing line must be cut m deeply 
hooked fish. 
Speed is the essential mgredient m 
releasing a fish . This lessens the chance 
for stress to affect the fish. Whenever 
possible, the hook should be removed 
while the fish is still in the water by 
using the long hook-out or pl iers. The 
hook should be removed by backing the 
hook out of the entry hole. The fish 
should be released gently into the water. 
Wet hands will remove less of the fish's 
protective slime than will dry hands. 
Avoid contact with the gills and eyes. 
A fish having a difficult time gaining 
equilibrium or swimming ability is in 
need of artificial respiration. This is 
accomplished by moving the fish gently 
through the water, making sure the gills 
are not pinned to the fish's side. Oxy-
gen passing through the gills from front 
to back will help to revive the fish. For 
large fish, movmg the boat slowly 
forward creates the same effect of forc-
ing water through the gills. 
There are several handling tech-
niques that help release fish successful-
ly. The Lip-hold technique is helpful 
with toothless fish. The thumb is placed 
inside the lower jaw of the fish and the 
forefinger against the outside of the 
lower lip. This commonly-used hold 
immobilizes the fish and allows for easy 
hook removal. 
The lip-Lock hold work on fish that 
have teeth. All four fingers are placed 
just under the fish's gi ll flap as far 
forward as po ible. The thumb remains 
out 1de, resting on and pinching the 
lower jaw above where the tnangular 
section of the throat skin meets the 
lower jaw. The hook is removed with 
plien. or long hook-out tool . while the 
fish i in the water or landed. Care must 
be used to avoid injuring the fish's gill 
ftlaments. 
The head grip technique is handy for 
all fish species, especial ly when it may 
be dangerous to use a lip-hold release. 
The fish is grasped over and behind the 
head and toward the back of the gill 
cover. By squeezmg fmnly but not 
excessively, the fish can be landed or 
worked on in the water. 
The belly Lift is used in place of a 
landing net. While the fish is in the 
water, fingers are eased under the belly 
of the fish, and without gripping, it is 
slowly lifted. This handling technique 
seems to quiet a fish, plus it gives 
support to the internal organs. A lip-
hold can be used when removing the 
hook. The belly lift coupled with a hand 
around the narrow area forward of the 
tail is a good immobilizing hold for pike 
SpecieS. 
Many northern pike and musky an-
glers use a rectangular-shaped net to bag 
their fish. The fish is led into the 
knotless nylon net, immobilizing the 
fish. Hooks are removed, and the fish 
can be easily weighed and measured 
prior to release. 
Bank anglers can utilize all the 
above-mentioned releases, plus large 
fish can be led out of the water by 
placing a wet sack or jacket under the 
fish to keep it from thrashing about and 
banging into things. The wet side of a 
boat or waders are handy places to trap 
and immobilize a fish. 
The fish kept for a tasty meal must 
also be treated with care. Fish that are 
stringered or placed in a basket usually 
will not keep well in warm weather, 
especially if they must be transported 
some distance prior to refrigeration. 
The eas1est solution to keeping fish 
fresh is to place them on ice as soon as 
they are caught. Stream anglers should 
remove the gill and viscera from a 
creeled fish in order to keep the fish 
from spo1ling. The body cavity can be 
stuffed with cool grass in order to keep 
the fish temporarily cool. The end result 
is no waste and a better-tasting fish. 
Fishmg today is truly in the hands of 
the anglers. Catch-and-release fishing 
can improve catch rates and the chance 
for a big fish, while developing a 
special satisfaction by letting a fish live 
to fight another day 
However, this means that the fish 
must be released properly. If not, the 
fish we watch swtm away may die a 
short time later. Proper release tech-
niques develop With practice as an 
important new concept is pursued: The 
fishing you save may be your own. 
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Man-Made Fish Shelters are Providing a 
Meeting Place for Fish and Anglers 
Larry Mitzner is a fisheries biologist 
located at Red Haw State Park. He holds 
a B . .S. degree from the University of 
Minnesota. He has been with the com-
mission since 1966. 
So, where do I start fishing? Good 
anglers repeatedly ask themselves this 
question during the fishing season. 
Another often asked question i -
where will I move now that they've quit 
biting? Finding fish is an important 
knack which separates the worm drown-
er from the successful angler. The worm 
drowner's attitude is, "Why bother 
movmg? The fish wtll evenrually fmd 
my brut " 
Many people make thts big mistake. 
They assume fish are evenly distributed 
throughout a lake or stream. They're 
not. All orgarusms, mcludmg fish, have 
By Larry Mitzner 
a tendency to congregate. Animals 
group together for a variety of reasons 
including afety, comfort, hunting and 
feeding. Fish are no exception. Thus, 
finding the concentration of fish is of 
vital interest to you, the angler. 
Fisheries managers , likewise, take 
advantage of fish behavior to help make 
that fish basket a bit heavier by the end 
of the day. They simply make earching 
for fish a whole lot easier. How? By 
building fish attractor or shelters. 
There's nothing new about the idea of 
shelters or "hides." The e structures 
were first used in the 1930's when 
fisheries cience was in it infancy. 
Walt Aitken , one of Iowa's first 
fisheries scientists , was a pioneer in the 
design and construction of fi h attrac-
tors . He proposed and built fish shelters 
at man-made lakes constructed by the 
Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC). A 
good example was at Lake Wapello, 
constructed in 1936. While the dam 
was being built , CCC workers set up 
fish shelters throughout the dry Jake 
valley. Readily available materials were 
used for construction, including brush, 
logs, poles and stone. Within a year 
the bottom, including fish shelters, 
was inn undated. 
Approximately 210 brush and log 
structures and 150 rock pile were 
completed . Ingenuity and creativity 
provided a vast array of structure sizes 
and style . Various names were given to 
each of the type and descriptions were 
appropriate. CCC-ers knew them as 
bird 's foot , tree top, wave breaker, hitch 
rack, May pole, ridgepole and comb 
shelters. The primary purpose in those 
years was protection of young fish from 
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predation; hence the term shelter. Struc-
tures were also built to protect shore-
lines from erosion. Lakes Macbride, 
Ahquabi, Darling, Keomah and Red 
Haw all have their share of shelters. 
Today, one of the primary goals in 
constructing fish structure is simply to 
attract and concentrate fish. Thus, the 
task of finding fish is a whole lot easier. 
The structure of fish habitat is also quite 
different from the earlier days. Much of 
the structure is now made of discarded 
car and truck tires, plastic streamers and 
other synthetic material. In the 1960's, 
Christmas trees became a popular item. 
An inventory of fish shelters in Iowa 
lakes showed over 300 structures in 42 
lakes were built during 1960-80. In all, 
over 100 brush piles have been installed 
with more going in every year. Some 130 
stake beds and tire piles have been built. 
Do these structures really work? A 
bit of experimentation indicates anglers 
do, indeed, benefit. Research at Green 
Valley, Red Haw, Wapello and Haw-
thorn Lakes showed fish attractors at 
least doubled the catch. Fishing over 
stake beds at Green Valley Lake was 
compared with areas void of any natural 
habitat. Results were overwhelming; 
seven times as many fish were caught at 
stake beds. 
So they work, but which type of 
structure works best? That's a bit more 
difficult to answer because species com-
position within the lakes tested varied. 
However, brush shelters seemed to do 
best, regardless of differences between 
lakes, particularly for crappie and bull-
head. Stake beds were next most suc-
cessful and provided significant increase 
in catches of bluegill and largemouth 
bass. Earthen ridges, tire piles and 
floating reefs ranked below brush and 
stakes, but, nevertheless, at least 
doubled the catch rate. 
Fishing on structure can be accom-
plished by a variety of method . The 
most successful, by far, is fishing from 
a boat. When using a boat, remember to 
stay far enough away so fish aren't 
alarmed. If it's breezy, drift past the 
structure casting toward it. An electric 
trolling motor is particularly helpful, 
breezy or not. If it's too windy for 
trolling or drifting, then anchor upwind 
and cast. Least succe sful ts anchoring 
and fishing directly over the structure. 
Fishing from shore and ca~ting to the 
structure can be highly successful in the 
spring. For example, many crappie are 
taken over tire reefs at Red Haw Lake 
during the spawning season. 
Fishing that brush pile or stake bed is 
certainly a bi~er-sweet expenence. Re-
·. 
gardless of whether you fish from a boat 
or shore you'll catch more fish, but be 
prepared to lose tackle. Accurate cast-
ing to the edge of the structure or 
retrieving your lure just over the top 
will save many a fouled lure. You may 
lose some tackle, but you'll more than 
make up for it in landed fish. 
Tackle is a matter of personal prefer-
ence, but keep in mind the two most 
abundant species in and around struc-
ture will be bluegill and crappie. Large-
mouth bass utilize structure, but some 
investigations show they are found at a 
greater distance around the edge and 
tend to cruise more than bluegil 
or crappie. Night crawlers 
for bluegill and min-
now s or sm all 
leadhead s fo r 
crappie are good 
selections. 
An intriguing 
question remains. 
Why are fish attracted 
to thi s assemblage of 
branches, wood, tires or rock? A few 
simple, plausible reasons may be: I ) 
young fish seek protection within the 
species, 2) fish seek food attached to or 
growing on the structure, 3) predatory 
fish are attracted by the numerou small 
fish within the structure, and 4) fish 
seek shade of the structure. (Some 
studies and many fishermen indicate 
attractors work better on sunny days.) 
Some investigators say fish require""'''· " 
landmarks in their daily activities 
much as humans do. Animal behavior 
is extremely complex and undoubtedly 
many reasons are involved. 
The important fact is structure works 
and should be u ed whenever possible 
to increase your catch. Structure at most 
lakes is plainly marked with canister 
bouys. Likewise, lake maps available 
from the Conservation Commission 
show the location of brush piles, stake 
beds and other structure. 
So, when you're out fishing this 
spring and summer, keep two things in 
(_( --' 
. . r-'-
' · .Ji{t ........ __ ::-
S..Ub<d 
mind: Move when the fish aren't biting 
and then move to an area where fish 
might be attracted. Undoubtedly your 
catch will be greatly increased by fish-
ing this structure. Bouyed stake beds, 
brush piles and tire reefs may mean the 
difference between getting skunked or 
producing a platter of freshly fried fish. 
Ttn Tff/ 
lllustrarions by Larry Pool 
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FISH PRODUCTION 
SCHEDULE 
The following is the past (1983) and prOJected (1984) fi h 
production chedule. 
COLD WATER SPECIES 
Rainbow 'frout 
Brown 'frout 
Subtotal 
WARM WAfER SPECIES 
Bluegill 
Channel Catfish (Age 0) 
Channel Catfish (Age I) 
Largemouth Bass 
Muskellunge (Fry) 
Muskellunge 
Northem Pike (Fry) 
Northem Pike 
Tiger Musky (Fry) 
Tiger Musky 
1983 
290,679 
61,483 
352, 162 
I ,522.850 
466,418 
370,623 
130,397 
157,000 
8,615 
5,400,000 
98,082 
77,000 
22,817 
153,773 
32,830 
186.603 
ProJected 
for 1984 
290,679 
61 ,483 
352.162 
I ,200.000 
1.100.000 
170,000 
I ,000,000 
157,000 
5,200 
6,000,000 
25,000 
77.000 
28,000 
Walleye (Fry) 
WaJJeye 
White Arnur 
112,800,000 
66.685 
47.570 
I, 181 
3.152 
23.124 
163 
unknown 
430 
unknown 
196 
unk.nown 
563 
unknown 
3.685 
240 
125.000,000 
200,000 
47,570 
Subtotal 121 ,168.057 32,744 135,009,770 
TOTAL 121,520,219 219.347 135.361,932 
Iowa has also negotiated trades involving species we have 
in abundance for those we want to release in Iowa. These 
trades are as follows: 
Received from the state of Texas 500,000 wipers. 
Received from the state of Kansas 58, 165 largemouth ba 
fingerling. 
Received from the state of Arkansas 250,000 white amur fry. 
Received from the state of Missouri 50,000 channel catfish 
fingerl ing. 
Received from the state of Kansas 200,000 channel catfish 
fry. 
Received from the state of illinois 198 channel catfish brood 
fish. 
Shipped to the tate of illinois 47,000 mu kellunge fry. 
Shipped to the state of South Dakota II 0,000 muskellunge 
fry and 3,784 musky fmgerling. 
Shipped to the state of Indiana 77,000 tiger musky fry. 
Shipped to the state of Wyoming 5,000 tiger musky 
fmgerl in g. 
EDITORIAL 
CARfOON CONTEST 
ANNOUNCED 
An editorial cartoon con-
test honoring the late conser-
vationist and editorial car-
toonist Jay N. " Ding" 
Darling is underway. The 
contest wtll encourage stu-
dents to express themselves 
through the medmm of the 
editonal cartC")n. 
All Iowa students in grades 
7-12 are eligible to enter. 
Entries will be judged in two 
categories: Junior (grade 7-
9) and Senior (grades 10-12). 
Entrants are encouraged to 
onent their cartoons to con-
servation, natural resources, 
outdoor recreation or other 
subjects related to environ-
mental quality. The contest 
deadhne ts April 20. The first 
place pnzes of $150 each and 
four runner-up prizes of $75 
HABITAT STAMP PROGRAM 
PAYING OFF AT HOME 
Through 1983, county 
conservation boards have put 
more than $2 Y2 million to 
good use acquiring wildlife 
habitat, as a part of Iowa· 
habitat stamp program. To 
date, 43 counties have partic-
ipated, resulting in the acqui-
sition of some 4,200 acres of 
wildlife habitat at the local 
level. In addition to acquisi-
tion, many habitat develop-
ment projects, including tree 
and shrub planting . water-
fowl habitat constructiOn, 
cover seedings and timber 
stand Improvements, have 
been funded by stamp reve-
each will be awarded to con-
test winners. Awards and cer-
tificates will be presented 
July 2 in Des Momes. 
A brochure with an entry 
blank will be ma1led to all 
Iowa art, journalism and so-
cial studies teachers. 
The contest 1s being con-
ducted in conjunction with 
the U.S. Postal Service's plan 
to tssue a postage stamp com-
memorating the 50th anmver-
sary of Darling's 1933 des1gn 
nue. To be eligible, counties 
pay part of the cost (25%) of 
each proJect. 
County conservation 
boards recetve about half of 
the money generated by the 
sale of habitat stamps (the 
state uses the other half for 
similar projects), which are 
required of all hunters and 
trappers in Iowa. 
These acquis1tton and de-
velopment project aim to 
preserve and enhance a por-
tion of Iowa's dwindling 
habitat re ource . They are 
designed to benefit both hunt-
ed and non-hunted species. 
for the fi rst federal duck 
stamp. 
The contest 1s sponsored 
by the Iowa Conservation 
Cornrnis ion, the Des Momes 
Register, the Department of 
Public Instruction, and the 
lzaak Walton League. For 
more information contact 
Ken Smith, Iowa Conserva-
tion Commission. Wallace 
State Office Butldmg, Des 
Moines, Iowa 50319. 515-
281-5815 
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Learn the Secrets 
of Successful Hunting 
& Fishing 
Noted hunting and fishing 
->xperts and biolgists show 
~ou how fish and game live. 
.vhere to find them, and how 
10 bring them home. Hun-
'lreds of step-by-step color 
'Jhotographs show how to 
relect and use equipment 
rhat's right for the job; see 
your lure the same way the 
fish does; read a lake or 
stream; land your catch sure-
ly and safely; determine 
oroper rifle and shotgun 
loads; build a blind; pick the 
best stands; improve your 
wing shooting; field-dress a 
deer; cook wild game and 
much more. 
FISHING WITH 
LIVE BAIT 
By Dick Sternberg, 
Publication A11s, Inc., 
5700 Green Circle Drive, 
Minnetonka, Minnesota 
55343, 
1982, 160 pages, $14.93, 
hard cover. 
By Dick Sternberg, Publi-
cation Arts, Inc., 5700 Green 
Circle Drive, Minnetonka, 
Minnesota 55343, 1982 160 
pages, $14.93, hard cover. 
The third in what promises 
to be an exceptional series, 
appropriately entitled - The 
Hunting and Fishing Library, 
this book will capture the 
attention of all anglers, 
novice and expert alike. For-
merly with the Minnesota 
Department of Natural Re-
BOOK REVIEW 
The Hunting & Fishing Library 
sources, Dick Sternberg was 
a professional fisheries biolo-
gist for 16 years. He has been 
able to meld this technical 
background with an excep-
tional talent for communicat-
ing. While over a hundred 
individuals, fmns and agen-
Cies served as consultants 
and/or cooperators during its 
creation, the real power of 
the book must lie within the 
photography. It is without a 
doubt the fmest collection of 
angling related photographs 
ever assembled within one 
volume. 
Chapters are devoted to the 
selection of equipment for 
live-bait fishing , how to hook 
and rig baitfish, worms and 
leeches, insects, salamanders 
and frogs, crustaceans as well 
as cutbaits , frozen baits and 
preserved natural baits. 
CHECK YOUR FISHING TACKLE 
"The purpose of the book 
is to make you a better live-
bait fisherman ," Sternberg 
says. When we consider that 
three-fourths of all gamefish 
caught in the fresh waters of 
North America are taken on 
live bait - the purpose be-
comes very worthwhile in-
deed! A detailed discussion 
of when and where to catch 
gamefish IS not included 
however the selection of ter-
minal tackle, equipment con-
siderations and above all -
the step-by-step photos de-
scribing in explicit detail just 
how to hook and ng each bait 
are all presented in an easy to 
follow, abundantly Illustrated 
format. 
For information on this 
book and others in the series 
write: Hunting and Fishing 
Library, 5700 Green Circle 
Drive, Minnetonka. Minne-
sota 55343. 
Tom Gengerke 
Before your next fishing 
trip, whether it's been since 
last season or last weekend, 
be sure to check your tackle. 
Fishing experts urge all 
fishermen to establish a basic 
checklist and go over their 
gear regularly. Start with your 
lures. Make sure the hooks 
are sharp. Replace broken or 
rusted hooks. Pamt touch-up 
may be required. For min-
now-imitating lures, fisher-
men should test run their 
lures alongside the boat 
before casting or trolling. If 
not running true, gently shift 
the lure eye right or left as 
necessary. 
Spinnerbaits. perhaps the 
most popular early season 
bass lures, should also be 
tested. Realign wtres by 
bending them so the spinner-
bait runs true. Skirts can be 
replaced and trailer hooks 
added. 
While examining lures. it's 
a good idea to clean and re-
organize the tackle box. 
The rod and reel needs a 
thorough "going-over." Start 
with the connecting link 
between you and your next 
trophy- your line. It's vital! 
It should be inspected during 
each fishing trip and lures 
retied every 30-60 minutes or 
sooner if in brush or catching 
lots of fish. New line is a 
wise investment. Buy the 
best quality line, and change 
often, at least once a season. 
The rod ferrules (where 
sections connect) and rod 
guides should be inspected. If 
guides are frayed or worn, 
replace immediately. 
Reels need attention. Since 
they consist of gears and 
moving parts, lubrication is 
essential. Use reel oil recom-
mended by the manufacturer. 
Reels should be oiled each 
day. Under heavy usage, oil a 
couple times per day. Reels 
need oil on shaft ends on the 
level wind system of bait 
casting reels and on other 
moving parts. Gears require 
grease a couple times per 
season. 
With your tackle m good 
shape, remember to plan a 
fishing trip with the kids as 
SCX)n as {X)SSibJe. 
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CYON, THE BRAVE KINGFISHER 
By Dean M. Roosa -
Four balls of fuzz grew to four 
gangling, ever-hungry, ever-noisy, long-
beaked objects of parents' affections. 
The nest was getting crowded, and soon 
the largest was seen sitting in the nest 
en~ce, eyeing the new and scary 
world. The next day, the recluse noted 
that two were on a dead willow and one 
in the nest entrance. A prolonged rain 
made observation impossible for several 
days , but the sun was greeted by four 
young sitting in a row on a branch near 
the nest entrance. They watched their 
parents fly and fish, dive and plunge. 
Three of the four were content only to 
watch. The fourth young, Cyon, simply 
couldn't wait to gain the freedom and 
pleasure of being "hi own boss." 
Cyon was the first to fly, although he 
wasn 't really ready, and hit a branch 
because he steered badly. He fell into 
shallow water, mortified, while hi par-
ents flew around m great concern. Cyon 
climbed out of the water and perched on 
Illustrations by Rex Heer 
a log to dry his drenched feathers . Soon 
he tried again, with slightly better re-
sults, and again with better results. 
Soon he was accomplished - well, 
adequate - in his flying ability. His 
third flight was back to his brothers and 
sisters, where he misjudged his landing 
ability and crashed into them , knockjng 
all into the water, causing complete 
bedlam in the shallow water and great 
worry to the parents. Little damage was 
done and Cyon was soon dried off and 
ready for new adventures, which came 
in the form of an eight-inch carp. Cyon , 
who had never attempted to catch a fi h 
before, watched the bright form with 
interest. Instinct told him he hould dive 
and capture this object for dinner. While 
his parents issued warnmgs' brothers 
and sisters watched, Cyon plunged 20 
feet to the waters of the Skunk. Cyon 
missed his mark by a foot , and was 
slapped by the sudden escape move-
ment of the fish . The swift current was 
carrying him downstream; he tned to 
fly, and finally clambered onto a log in 
the river. The recluse thought all thjs 
hilarious. Cyon 's parents disagreed. llis 
brothers and sisters didn 't know what to 
think, and Cyon, unabashed as usual, 
was drying off and wondered about his 
new-found freedom. 
He was soon master of the air and 
water, bravely flying up the river, down 
the river, over the Fulton Lake, to 
Fisher 's Slough, and up to the dam, 
where he became entangled in some 
discarded monofilament line. A fisher-
man patiently untangled him, wonder-
ing all the while what the strange bird 
was. Soon he was back in the air, glad 
to be free, a bit abashed, but looking for 
more adventure. 
His brothers and sisters finally 
learned to fly and fish, not with the 
reckless abandon of Cyon, but they 
grew up to be good standard king-
fishers . They rrugrated on schedule. 
fished along a stream in Arkansas all 
winter, and returned to the lower Skunk 
River to nest. Cyon 's father did not live 
through the summer, and o the riffle of 
Cyon's babyhood was vacant. He took 
up residence here, greeting the "bird-
ers," tolerating the recluse, generally 
enjoying life. 
He became restless in early April , 
and flew north along the Skunk, north 
to Minnesota, to a beautiful lake sur-
rounded by pines. He lives there yet, 
fishes a nearby tream kept open by a 
power plant, rattles at fishermen, de-
fends a territory that includes a high 
clay bank, and has rai ed two families 
- though he simply can 't understand 
why it takes the young so long to fly, 
dive, fish. Why, when he was young .... 
Back at the riffle on the Skunk. the 
recluse looks across the river at a group 
of "city folk" looking for birds. and 
sniffs in disgust. 
Belted kingfishers are fairly common 
residents along Iowa's treams. Their 
rattling call, thetr headlong plunge mto 
water in quest of a fish , their distinctive 
pose on a wire above a stream or lake. 
their carefree demeanor and apparent 
love of life - all these trai ts have 
cheered my days as I studied Iowa's 
natural hi tory. The following is a story 
- part true, part fiction - about a 
kjngfisher family that lived on the 
Skunk River. I got to know certain 
members of the family well m the 
summers of 1982 and 1983. 
The Skunk River is a wonderful httle 
river, wilh riffles, big overhanging ma-
ples, cottonwood and sycamores. The 
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Skunk River is an awful little river, with 
portions dredged and straightened, 
fanned to the edge. Either statement is 
true, depending on where on the Skunk, 
you are. There is a wonderful riffie on 
the Skunk known to a few fishermen, 
an old recluse who likes to lie in the 
shade and listen to the gurgling water, 
and a family of kingfishers. 
Kingfishers have a call best described 
as a dry rattle - certainly not melodi-
ous, yet a song distinctive and some-
what exciting- a song of native Iowa. 
Fishermen at the riffle came to expect 
the rattle as they fished, although they 
didn't know the singer. They occasion-
ally worried that the bird was eating too 
many of "their" young bass. The re-
cluse knew the singer well . The song 
gave him solace and he knew there was 
a high bank nearby with a long tunnel 
ending in the family's nest. For several 
years, in midsummer he would see 
several young, clumsy kingfishers sit-
ting on a tree branch trying to muster 
the courage to fly and later take that first 
plunge into the water. 
Even in winter, the recluse would 
take the long trek to the riffle, which 
never froze, to see if a kingfisher was 
there. Often he heard the familiar call, 
because a certain number of kingfishers 
remain in Iowa all winter. The local bird 
club would visit the riffle to include the 
adult male on their official Christmas 
count. The recluse saw the group of 
"birders" from the city, and snorted in 
disgust. 
One spring the recluse decided to 
study the family more closely. He knew 
a nest was nearby because all of the 
requisites were present - good fishing, 
a riffle that never froze, a high bank, 
good perches, and what the recluse and 
kingfisher both needed - no people! 
Knowing the birds' habitat needs, the 
recluse could nearly walk strrught to the 
nest, and did. Nearby was a big, hollow 
sycamore, which he could use as a 
blind. 
In April, the calling and chasing of 
the kingfishers was heard and seen 
throughout the woods. Soon a single 
adult was perched on a branch above 
the high clay bank. Eggs were laid in 
the tunnel , and the woods grew quiet. 
Four little kingfishers entered the 
world on May 29. There was excite-
ment in the air and soon the adults were 
making increased fishing trips up and 
down the river, plunging into the water 
with a force that caused a splash heard 
for 150 feet. But, small fish were 
plentiful and no effect on the population 
was felt. 
CLASSROOM 
CORNER 
By Robert Rye 
Of all our natural resources, none 
lends itself better to study than the water 
resource. We are all intimately involved 
with water because of our bodily need 
for it. We are sensitive to supply failure 
or to lowering of quality. We use it in 
many ways: drinking, cleaning, cooling 
and heating, cooking, farming, swim-
ming, boating and fishing . 
The Conservation Commission is 
concerned with the state's water re-
source - especially when you find 
some uses are counter productive and 
sometimes cause pollution. Water can 
carry disease from untreated organic 
wastes, or poisons from industrial 
wastes or pesticides. In addition , there 
is concern for safety when a single 
person or many are recreating on the 
same body of water. 
The characteristics of water can be 
studied in many ways. In the class-
room, place about 1 1/2 inches of water 
in a bowl , position a heat lamp at an 
angle to approximate the sun and tum it 
on the surface. Sprinkle some chalk 
dust on the water and drop in a couple 
of crystals of potassium permanganate. 
Carefully observe movements of sur-
face and bottom water. Now, turn on the 
fan to approximate a wind source, and 
observe. What changes occur? If these 
substances were environmental conta-
minants, what would happen? 
Other water studies include: checking 
light penetration with a secchi disc and 
relating the readings to past and future 
happenings of a site, checking thermal 
layering by collecting water samples at 
different depths, checking stream flow 
rates, or collecting plankton with a 
nylon stocking. The list could continue 
with many other activities. 
Knowledge of the resource is impor-
tant. Water safety should always be a 
part of water study. Test yourself on 
water safety with the quiz provided by 
Sonny Satre, Water Safety Coordinator 
for the Iowa Conservation Commi sion: 
WATER SAFETY QUIZ 
1. The number one rule for aquatic 
safety ts : (a) learn to wtm; 
(b) have a safe boat; (c) have PFD's 
(personal flotation device) aboard 
your boat; (d) all of the above. 
2. When boating, (a) small children 
must wear a PFD (personal flota-
tion device); (b) it's a good idea for 
everyone on board to wear a PFD; 
(c) there must be at least two PFD's 
aboard all boats; (d) there must be 
enough PFD's aboard for each per-
son in the boat. (Select the two 
best answers.) 
3. If your boat capsizes, you and your 
companions should: (a) try to swim 
to shore; (b) stay with the boat; 
(c) send the best swimmer to shore; 
(d) ftrst take off heavy clothes. 
4. Hypothermia is (a) a form of expo-
sure; (b) the # 1 killer of outdoor 
recreationists; (c) a word that de-
scribes the rapid, progressive men-
tal and physical collapse accom-
panying the chilling of the inner 
core of the human body; or (d) all 
of the above. 
5. Aquatic fatalities or water-related 
deaths (a) are the third leading 
cause of accidental death for all 
ages; (b) are the second leading 
cause of death in the U. S. up 
to age 44; (c) mostly occur from 
June through August; or (d) all of 
the above. 
6. There are three primary factors 
according to research, which cause 
most drownings: (a) inability to 
swim; (b) dangerous effects of cold 
water; (c) victim was intoxicated; 
(d) standing up m a boat; or 
(e) swimming fatigue. 
7. If you fall into the water uninten-
tionally, you should (a) not panic; 
(b) not remove clothing; (c) float 
on your back; or (d) all of the 
above. 
8. The minimum age to operate a 
motorboat which is propelled by a 
motor more than 6 H.P. is: (a) 16; 
(b) 14; (c) 12; or (d) 10. 
9. An approved ftre extinguisher is 
required to be on board all out-
board motorboats larger than: (a) 6 
H.P. (b) lO H.P. (c) 20 H P. or 
(d) 25 H.P. 
10. It is unlawful to: (a) anchor a boat 
away from shore and leave un-
guarded if not attached to a legal 
buoy; (b) operate a ves el from 
sunset to sunrise without proper 
Hghting; (c) water ski without an 
observer other than the operator on 
board; or (d) all of the above. 
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By Jerry Hoi/ten 
'frout fishing 1s probably the mo t 
talked about. Back in 1876 the Conser-
vation Commission began the trout pro-
gram and it's been going strong ever 
since. We have a right to be proud of 
our trout program this year, a we'll 
release some 330,000 trout here in 
God's Country. We have some 28,000 
trout fishermen (at least that's how 
many buy trout stamps). 
The laws on the requirements for 
trout stamps have changed, but now 
because of the wide vmety of fish m the 
streams we stock, a trout stamp is 
required of those who possess trout. 
The other day I came upon a group of 
fishermen all standing around a nice 
trout hole . Two rud they were trout 
fishmg (they had their stamps) , but the 
other two were fishmg "suckers" (they 
only had a fishing license) and the last 
one "wasn't fishing at all." The pole 
beside him belonged to his buddy. Well , 
I naturally just had to circle back and 
slip-up on them. It took several hours 
but I was successful on two of them. 
Dam fish wouldn 't cooperate for the 
third. 
Don Priebe, Conservation Officer in 
S.W. Iowa and I always wished we had 
a mechanical duck to fly over those 
hunters who stay out in the marsh after 
legal hours with their guns loaded and 
ready. And we sit close behind them and 
no ducks fly anywhere near them. I 
must be gettirlg older and meaner be-
cause if I'd have had a "fin., like the 
one m Jaws, I'd have run it nght 
through that trout hole just to see the 
look on their faces . How about that! 
lfout stamps cost only $5 .00 and 
must be signed in mk across the face. 
Don't be like the guy who told me he 
was a stamp collector and he wouldn't 
ruin a stamp by wntirlg on it. The judge 
called him an illegal trout fisherman . 
Stamp collectirlg is fme and I think it's 
great, but we can't tell who's passmg 
them around and who tsn 't, so do it 
nght 
We have a good population of small-
mouth bass in the smaller streams in 
northeast Iowa too Sucker fishing in 
the sprmg has always been a real 
popular sport too 
Then there's the mighty MISSISSippi 
River with somethmg for everyone 
Walleyes, northems, bass and tons of 
crapp1e and bluegill are there in 
abundance 
Isn't it amazmg how many fish there 
are? Something for just about everyone. 
Someone pretty wise must have figured 
it all out, don 't you agree? I asked my 
rrunister one time, "Is 1t true , that the 
Good Lord doesn't take off for tune 
spent with fishing pole m hand?" Good 
fishing. 
Curt Smith 
Curt Smith went to work as a game-
warden (conservation officer) ill 1959 
and advanced to northeast regional 
superv1sor in 1969; ervmg well the 
state, its people and his men until he 
suffered a stroke last June. He had 
planned to retire at the end of the year 
and hopefully he will recover fully for 
his well de erved retirement. 
Curt IS well known throughout Iowa 
and many of the surrounding states for 
the many cooperative projects he initi-
ated and worked with these past years . 
Everyone knows and remembers him, 
even way back when he farmed in 
southwe t Iowa, near Atlantic. "You 
know Curt Smith? Great guy! I remem-
ber when .. " began many a conversa-
tion about Curt. He has a way about 
him, a grin, a firm handshake, a sparkJe 
in his eye like he knows somethirlg you 
don 't H1 men like and respect him and 
he never let them down. You never had 
to look back and see whether Curt was 
going to back you in a tight situation. 
You knew he was there, just off your 
right shoulder, solid as a rock, ready 
and able to take what came I know -
I've been there with htm 
We'll rruss him - he fought the good 
fight - he deserves h1s re t. I'd like to 
say from all of us, THANKS CURf -
WELL DONE! 
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\1.1000 Count) 
B•r Crtt .. 
Polk Count} 
D•& Cr«k 
Polk co.nl} 
Glodbrool<lakc 
T&ml CoutU) 
De1 .M<lUIC\ Rl\n' 
~Cauat) 
lAc klf'UI 
A4um CO\IIII, 
On MtJol'.l!ln R''" 
Humboldt Ct)\)111) 
~\ MOIOC\ Rl\(f 
Y.tn Bu~n Count)' 
\t~~ R•\Cf 
Frcmoot 
\hs.~RI'Cf 
""""'-'c......, 
Mt\.\l'>-\fPrt R1'tt 
Scor1 cou .... 
St.* Rnct 
\\a..,Jun,:V'In Caunf) 
RJC'('\")()ft RI\C'( 
PolL CtX.Jnl) 
\\~pitplnlt.:tln R1H:r 
Oanton Cou.nl) 
S>rul "'' \\c\1 ()n \101M\ 
Po'l.lCI>UDt) 
SL.* R•\Cf 
~--c.-, 
\iodll.,. •) R nn 
T»loo c......, 
"'JV'•Pli'IJCOG Rt,cr 
Oantoo Ccounr) 
\\'apsrpti'IJC'OO Rt"C't 
Omton Count) 
\\apstpmltC'Oft R"c-r 
ClmMo C.0...) 
l>att 
2-26 
S·IO 
'·1 
6-18 
R6 
<)0 
:-21 
2·26 
6-6 
<.) 
521 
<·2• 
S IS 
I> 21 
' 10 
8·29 
I JO 
' •o 
911 
721 
no 
I I~ 
<·21 
'·21 
&-12 
<21 
1>-2~ 
Ill 
9 •• 
'·l 
••• 
~27 
'" 
\\cod) \'anKle) 
0,.., 
Coantc- StoDc-.,tll.. '-cr 
De"-*' 
1om s .... ~ 
Dec. M,)fft(' 
SIC\ C'ft v ... r 
\\ UlfC'nC'I 
Dhe H;u1 
JdJc-non 
03J1"f:lf kNJCr 
Sptnt l.aLt 
Jobn Ph<n~~:<~ 
P...c .. t .. n 
\hltnn Palmer 
CtntraJ Cu-, 
l..on) ""'.W 
Dcconh 
Tunm} """"'"'h 
Hoi) Cron 
M1kc- Rum 
Dubultuc-
b) Oroo\\ 
Nc-\l<IUn 
Ro,cr li""fh 
AIJClf'\.11 
Hoen..;MI Bru• n 
\{ M<loUfl \iJIC) 
\tJch,.c-1 Holl~onl'l 
De-~ Mnlftt\ 
Rt'>btn M~o.{"luiT 
runn 
Dan \tetlc-
)l..n..,""•llc-
Gol<~ 
p....,. 
R"'t<n Dc'tlll\ 
)I..DO\,IIJC 
\h:hxl H•l~Nonh 
Dc-<S \t'""c-' 
Edr&r Finr~tuld 
SIC'Iut. R'f''.J' 
Rus~ll Amulkhun 
\101")' 
OJn Clcmtnt 
LcM"' 
~bq "'.,.ln .. 
\h Pita~• 
'""" l<>rd c.a~,. 
Bob"'~~-· 
".,&/-· 
J.-.tla Dc-rn'nJ 
Ch.uilllf\ 
\hl.t F.ann•nJ; 
htrly 
Kn) BaumRtn 
f>e., Mmnc-\ 
Dc-nnl\ CarP' 
De:\ .. , .• ,. 
J£1'M\ \h .. ~n 
O!Juha 'tc-totaU.1 
J&Jl'tt\ ~'-"'-'-tn 
\iftft$0 
Edm•nd s"" lh Ill 
o...n ... 
Cknn1t CarP' 
0.:\ Motnc' 
Jeff JOfJtn\Cn 
UrNncblt 
Je-ff TUmc"r 
\ bn.haiiM"' n 
Rtch.atd C'hi.I\U'Orn 
Fon 0<-d,e 
l.c""'tOC ll«f) 
Slum'-aft 
Dt rn~ "..--...., 
HJmhl•ldl 
Hvold SlauJI'Itc-r 
&: 0.1\t l:.t\ltn 
Fanrun,.·lun 
Mtch.xl \1cColl-.m 
o.,~eu 
\bi1U'II \Tud' 
Banlctt 
\\i!lwn 4~ 
Ol>C'IIf"11'\ 
fffd (),y.J 1 
"'"-Ratru.a\htltrt M.anl(n 
[)(-., \1., nn 
Jan Hanel' A. 
l.atr) c;..,u"h•'l. 
Tllf'tli'ISO 
Junm) \1wpb\ 
\\«t 'Ot'\ \i nn 
o,w "'•u 
'I ,._ 
Cleo Ho:.uc-"l n 
o.. • ., 
OJ,..Id "•rcr 
llcncn•h1 
lin &. Dchn Ran<h 
Tnrunlo 
Da .. td "'.IJ"'<'f 
--
CRAPPIE 
Jib 601 19" 
J lb 1-1'2 Ol IT 
2 fb 9 01 1r 
lll>7oz IT 
lib 401 11>-J.l' 
lib 4oz IS Ill' 
lib ) Ol IS' 
lib Jot 1._12" 
21bloz 14" 
llblo< IS' 
lib I o.t ., 1'2" 
2 lb I oz 
21b I Ol •• I 2" 
21b ~~· 
lib I~· 
21b 14" 
Fann"""" 
App.u>oosc Count)" 
farm Pood 
,..,.,. .. atUnu< U....l} 
Fann Pood 
"._c....,. 
1lutt Rncn Pond 
Brune• COW>!} 
farm Pood 
Apponoo1< Count} 
Pleasant Cn~ek 
Lmn County 
Bla<k Hawk Lake 
Sac Count)' 
Y-Ump W.. 
~ 'IOU>n Coo.Jll) 
R<dRodt.l.< 
,,.._c.,..., 
\1o\\1Uippl RJ'\Ct' 
Cb)'ton Counr,. 
M.tU\tlppt RIVff 
Clayton Count} 
Conh·dk We 
Jnhn\00 County 
MtUIU.IP'PJ Rtvc:r 
Allo.m>k« Count) 
Ocv Lake 
Ctm> Gcnlo Count) 
'hm.t•pp Rrocr 
Cia>'"" COUOI) 
Farm Pood 
LnwMCounr,. 
fllESHWATER DR~M - ' • Entn.. 
MUSKY 
•38 lb 4 O.t 4-~ 
251b 14oz .ar 
2Sib 6oz 41>" 
2llb 45" 
n lb 4S' 
n lb 41-1,2 
21 tb •• ., ss· 
l8lb6o1 41" 
lllb ...,. 
161b 1201 41" 
Released oiiT 
IS lb 4 Ol l9" 
14lb6oz •1• 
\ILSK't mc«t 
•2• Jb 1 Ol ;16.-)..t• 
20fb •2" 
~O RlllEIU< PIKt 
20 lb 40" 
17 lb 13 01 oiiT 
171blol ~r 
17 lb ••• 
161b ~.. w 
14 lb 6 Ol 
l41b I Ol !8 1'2' 
14 lb 16" 
ll lb ll 1'2" 
121b )401 'lb-1'2" 
l21b ll (Iii ll·l-:-
12 Jb 4 Ol 'T 
lllb 16. 
lllb w 
II lb 10 oz '-I I 1• 
II lb 9 Ol \.1• 
Jllb 8 Ol ~112" 
II lb 8 o1 lll 2" 
lllb 7oz .16~ 
II lb 7 Ol )~·12" 
lllb6oz W 
II lb ~ 01 J.4-l '2' 
II Ib 2 Ol )6. 
II b ,~ .. 
II lb :1<-1 '2' 
10 lb 8 Ol ))-l T 
Rathbun Tatht•1ltn 
A I'J'OOOO'C 
\\t:\1 Okoboji 
O.Cl.aow.o Couftc)' 
Sp•"' Lal.t 
Drl ...... c ... lll) 
~ptnt L&tc-
Ol<kuuon Cou"'>' 
\\c101 O kobojt 
lhcl•mon Coul'l.t)' 
\\est OkoboJI 
DK::Lm.ton County 
D•g C=l Lake 
Polk Count} 
\\e~ Ol.oboJI 
O.Ckan'K'n CoutU) 
~pint W.e 
Dotl.....,.. c.....,. 
1\p!nt l...skt 
Dotl,_C~ 
S4;11n1 t...ale 
lhd..1n\Cin Counr,. 
Sp1n1 Lake 
Ole-'-anson Count)' 
Sp1nt Lake 
l>tdan\On Count) 
Sp1nt l.alc 
DK\.Jn\all Couot)' 
\\nt Ol.obop 
Ol<l.o-CouD<) 
H.av."'thomt l..al.c--
M.alu•u Cow!l) 
Cnr\c-1 Pit 
J'olk Couoty 
Fa"c- l\ll.l'ld l.&ke 
Pale'\ Alto Couol)' 
\\c,l OkoboJI 
O..l•O>OO C:C..Dl) 
h"c h'lad Lake 
hlo AhoCoo.nl} 
\\c-\1 Otobo,l 
Ok.k., n1oC'Ift Coua() 
btllc- SIOU' Rl'tff 
Cla) Couol) 
\\est OkoboJI 
O.clm5on Counr,. 
h.'t'kl. RIVCf 
Hltdtn Cou.nt) 
Spmt l..d.e 
O,d;an\00 Co.lnl) 
\\c:~t Okl>bo. 
0.C L TDiOG Coanr') 
"'"" Ol<obo,• 
""-k•II.\OG Coua~ 
\\t'•t Okoboj 
DK~~n\Oft Count) 
\\c-\t OkoboJI 
Dlc-\..uuon Count) 
TbttJe Lake 
l..mmcl Count} 
\\co,l OkoboJI 
O.d .. ,nloOCI Coeat) 
\\c-\1 Olobo,• 
O.:l-c.-r, 
"-·na Okobojt 
ON..a. IUOO C"'at) 
\irun.upp R1\tt 
All&l'I\Jltt Col.ll'll') 
\\c-:c.l 0toboJI 
rA.Iuo\i'lft Count) 
\\c,t OloboJ• 
O.C~m\00 COllnt) 
~\I Ol.OihoJI 
l>k:k.,ntoOa Coulll) 
l.Jttlc 5-ltOU.: R1.,cr 
o,, c.,..., 
lJ•800 O.V..-c- Lal.c-
lama Coun~ 
\II,~P"•P1•1COG Rr\ff 
brcmnC~ 
\\nt Ol.ob<>J• 
l>t\.krn\M Coonr,. 
\\.tl"'lpinacoa RI\Cf 
OIOU"' Count) 
""Af"tpuucon Rnu 
Ouuoo c.,.., 
Dolt 
~12 
7-10 
• 10 
l·~ 
911 
10.10 
~·14 
~·16 
~·lO 
6-2l 
1().10 
4 lO 
• 2 
b- 18 
I 20 
X 21 
~ 14 
1-2 
12·11 
7JO 
b·ll 
• lb 
12·21 
,. 
I 7 
b-11 
1-15 
'·11 
1·2 
1·)0 
ll 10 
ID 
I 16 
I l2 
I I 
I~ 
&-II 
47 
111 
II 18 
I IS 
''" 
• 10 
I IS 
7-lb 
Rust} Cooler 
\toullm 
OlnSIWI Hell« 
\iyroo Kuruc 
"""<1011 
;\ht:l\atl Po•c-!ka 
JIAC'S'+dlt 
Brocke La~s 
Unt.cro.1llc 
Stc-veGnffin 
C<das JUp.cls 
Earl Stnbc 
Manruaa 
Robert Don.nt 
B ..... gooo 
R"8<'" Dc\io<s 
Knor.'t1l'c 
Cl)dc~J 
Hoi) c ....... 
Stc-'+en C1pa.rtd 
Casc><l< 
Harold Hunt 
C<das R~pKis 
l>u)l Mcs .. d 
Docorah 
B .n Kltol;.e 
\I ..... c., 
Cl>dc Obc:•bnwki,•J 
Hoi) c ..... 
eo..""' \1 !.let 
Cnlurnbus JQIK1J()ft 
Crwles Moen 
P1UW.tvllk 
Darr.1n BKhc-1 
E.t.st 'lollac IU 
hm 'lc)<nbtl. 
RO)>l 
"-'l Sllccu 
\\;atc-rloo 
Joe Moe: 
"'«V!wgton. M1nn 
0.0 R•gby 
Spencer 
Robtn Ja.oo<vld 
Mlklnd 
Stc\c- VAn Radel 
Cberni.t< 
'i.UO~Dltllt 
f<lcncoe 
- \oll>!<dt 
\b.rulb. 
hul Anden.nn 
Esr.bendlc-
Tetr) 8\llmttUtc-r 
T...,o RI\C'f\ 
D<l Go<.dcr 
Sp1nt l..&kc 
lletuu> Job< 
H1llv..atha 
Rodger Cory 
Altoona 
MetWJn B~er 
AI lOIII 
Marc: Hc•cn 
5pcn= 
l..on) Pon"' 
RJ<bHelm>n 
\Hfoo! 
Tom 1"-tl..c.ll'l 
Spc-. 
Md<e W)nJI 
MeJ'f'tn 
Dcaa 4<1.< 
Alden 
Rood) Ponch 
SQL:& C•T) 
DID Jamc-, 
l...ornbc 
Roo\'aA8ccl 
Dooo 
Kub)' Ftc lcb 
Spc-. 
~uF~er 
Rl\c-rton 
Da\c- 'taJc-r 
Fenti'W'J 
Ttm Drenko• 
\tc-l't'lfl 
~l.avn 
s_., 
PMBtt*a 
Lake CO) 
P>.IH<du 
l....aollftl 
Mflo.-luiel V..)AJI 
Mc-lv1n 
Ron Bu\Ch 
Red. R.aptds 
l\t-\<ta \tonem.t'lft 
\Utord 
1oM R•tb) 
Spmccr 
hoi Un 
,..._.. .. 
"nGnndee....,. 
)(('t'lft Straft_£C 
Mehrn 
Pa~l Mt)Cf 
O.'tcnport 
Al'ttA Sttndot 
Donahue 
21 
I I 
i l 
s 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
l 
l 
' 
10 lb 8 or JT 
10 lb I Ol JT 
10 lb 6 Ol )4• 
10 lb 2 or JS' 
10 lb 2 Ol ))" 
10 lb 2 or 
PAOOLUlS H 
40 lb .19- IIT 
l7 lb .ss· 
l61b w 
).lib 10 Ol '.l-IlT 
l.llb .14.1'2" 
)4 lb ,... 
)21b 12or 5.1' 
Pl'JICit 
I 1b 7 or 1:1-IIT 
lib 1>1'2 oz 12-H' 
I lb 6 n.t 14. 
lib 6or I)' 
I lb 6 or 13' 
Ill 
1 lb 4 or 14' 
1111401 ll' 
l ib 4 ot IT 
1 .b "w tr 
l lb 4 ot tr 
I lb 4 o.r 13" 
22 
S1her R.lvtf 
Dld.JftiOil C ounry 
L.aalc: SlOU' R.n a 
Cay eo...., 
Lrttk S IOU' Rl\ ct 
llo<tmJoo c-,. 
Wtso 0\.oboJ I 
DodJ"""' Couol)' 
WeuO\oboJo 
O.Ck.ao1on County 
Llnle S101.11. Ra~c.r 
Cay Counoy 
fo,h.U ii!lf)pl Rher 
Jack \00 County 
Sku.nl. R1"er 
H<lll)' C:O..my 
\in'ln\•PPI R•"ct 
Joci.JooC"""'Y 
\i...U.~\Ipp! RI\Cf 
Jxlooo Counl)' 
Mu\lutpp Rr~ 
JaclJoo Counl) 
\1U)I1 ·•PP' Rl\~ 
Jac-\.soo CounC) 
MI111UIJ'PI RHer 
Jack.W~n CouDty 
s .. a.n L.ai.~ 
o.c ........ c ..... , 
\1 .S\iUlpp! RI1PCf 
AJl&rrW.cc c~r, 
E'lUl.< 
Clay c ... oty 
81g Sp.nt We 
O.C"•nWWI CoYne)" 
El\ W< 
Ooy Counoy 
Hk~c 
Clay CNne.,. 
f.l\ Wt 
Cay Co-~ 
f .. '- Lalc 
O.yCoulll) 
~ot.(lh,. 
o..·-~ fJl l.a:•e 
Palo Aho Coucl) 
t.lk I....U..c 
a.,. CO'lnfJ 
M•u•Uippt Racr 
Allaf'Ni.cc C"owat)' 
J- '- l.aLc 
Palo • Ito COUI!t) 
• 10 
4.)0 
2-14 
~II 
12·26 
4-2.1 
1-U 
1-21 
12-31 
1-1 
1-22 
1-22 
I 16 
113 
1-23 
1-lf 
12 17 
2-S 
1-26 
12-1 
1·9 
10m KNJ<r 
All<ndorl 
JoM Rotb)' 
Sp<o<a 
Ed Potubwb 
Mllfonl 
Edkldhoo.l n 
Cbc~« 
CnJJ Holmbe<J 
l<m1 
Tom NclioOO 
S~occr 
Uoward Rick 
VrNna 
RKha.rd KVT 
M' Pkuut 
l..ofn Rod. • dl 
MlqUI('I~dl 
c.,. s..oo.u 
tkiJc\U.C: 
0cDOI\ -'b)M 
Ccdal IU!o•h 
Otn••~ Ml)ne 
C«W R>pi<IJ 
Dillv•d Cook 
Cr.nter Po1n' 
QP.unlte {)rodcb 
\opm<>< 
MM1) Aod<n 
~~ ••!k 
DooCooJoo 
Sp<O«f 
O.n Knmmc 
Arnold• Pillk 
$1(\( Loebt 
Sp<D<tt 
Tlo)- Loonanl 
\pc:Dl.ct 
Tttty Thom-
l•ct!)' 
\lt•t Lothr 
~ 
O...t Ma8Pin 
s,;rn Ul.t 
Tl.l!'all.h)' Mldph) 
St "'"'at 
\tTn. <hln'mAn:n 
l:.m-ly 
TNITW'I Pauhua 
fbrp<t • kn} 
ll<-"1 Malin 
~(1<0«< 
1 lb 4 or Ill n• 
llb 4 or IT 
lib 4 01: II 11'2ol 
ttb.toz 
lib 4 or 
lib J OJ. 
lib ) Ol 
lib J Ol 
(21 
13. 
121fT 
121/T 
1 lb 2-112 or 12 liT 
llb2or 
lib 2 Ot 
lib 2 Ol 
llb 2 .. 
lib 2 .. 
llb20l. 
ltblot 
lib 2 Ol 
lib 2 Ol 
1 lb 2 oz 
lib 201. 
llb2or 
llbl01 
I l'b I oz 
lib I Ol 
) lb 1 Ot 
llbiOl. 
llbiOJ: 
llbiOl 
llblOt 
lib I or 
lib I oz. 
lib 
lib 12) 
lib 
lib (2) 
I lb 
l ib 
I lb {)J 
lib 
lib Ill 
lib 121 
lib 121 
I lb (2) 
SAUC£11 
Sib lOot 
.Sib Jot 
41b Sot 
4lb '01 
4 tb Soz 
4 lb 
lib 8oz 
)lb 701 
)lb 60l 
lib .IOl 
Jib 40l 
) lb .. 01 
)(b )Ol. 
Jib lor 
lib Joz 
Jib 2ot 
lib I 01 
lib 
IJ' 
I)' 
I l-IlT 
12-1'2" 
12-IIT 
12-IT 
12-IIT 
12-IIT 
1r 
IT 
13-1'2" 
ll 
13" 
I l-IlT 
12-IIT 
11-I!T 
12 liT 
IT 
12" 
I)' 
IT 
IT 
IT 
1r 
IT 
II liT 
II · IIT 
24' 
21' 
20-IIT 
20-IIT 
21 
21 
20-IIT 
lll-IIT 
2!1' 
1'7 
21' 
20-1'2" 
111' 
lll-1'2" 
19-IIT 
2!1' 
Wbcn CovJbt 
Los• blaod We 
No Alto C:O..noy 
liumbull We 
O.yC:O..my 
MllSlmpp R.r.-v 
Alllmokee c-,. 
Elk Lal< 
O.y C:O..ol)' 
Elk Lll< 
Oay C:O..noy 
Spmll..ake 
f>K'k:IBSOO County 
West OkoboJI 
O.cbruoo C:O..Ooy 
Mw..aurpp R1-..a 
Allomal.ee C:O..y 
1lwnbWI We 
O.yC:O..II} 
Elk We 
O.y C:O..nl) 
Elk Lal< 
O.y Coon(}' 
Lmt ltl.&nd Lake 
Palo Aho C:O..noy 
Loso lsiiOI! Ll\e 
Palo AliD C:O..OI)' 
Lo>l lslooo! Wt 
NoAhoeo...oy 
t-fJUJSSipp R.s-.ct 
Allamal<ee Coull)-
Elk Lal< 
Cay Count) 
Lost lslaDd Lab 
Palo Alto Couo')' 
Lo>l lsiiOI! La\e 
O.y C:O..noy 
Elk We 
Oay C:O..noy 
Lost bJaad We 
O.y Coulll)' 
Elk Ul.t 
0.) Coulll)' 
Ell. Ul.t 
O.y Count) 
Elk w. 
0')' C:O..nt) 
Elk Lake 
Palo A.llo County 
WeSl OkoboJI 
O.Ck1MOO Counl)' 
Lost lsiJn4 Wt 
No Aho Counl) 
Lo>l lsiJn4 Wt 
O.yCounl) 
Lo>l bbad W< 
Palo Aloo C:O..•<t 
Ell; La\e 
Oay C:O..noy 
MtUWlppl RJve:r 
Alllmlk« Cotmoy 
West OkoboJI 
Olcbnson County 
Elk I.W: 
0.yC:0..01) 
Elk Lal< 
O.yCoun!) 
"""'O•oboJ• 
DotkJASOO eo...,. 
-OkoboJI 
~COW>oy 
Lost bl>nd We 
Palo Aho County 
Sunken Gro-ve Island 
Poaboow Counoy 
.Maumtppa RJ"ct 
AlliiiiWtt Counl)' 
Lo>l blomd Wt 
Cay C:O..oty 
ElkUl.< 
O ay C:O..oty 
Elk Lal< 
O.y Counl) 
Elk La\ e 
Oay C:O..noy 
Elk Wt 
Clay C:O..noy 
Mtss.tSSJppl R1"''U 
Dubuque C:O..nl) 
\twoan Ra"a 
~COUoty 
M.JUw-tppt Rl"et 
JIIOUooC:O..nl) 
Mas.sm•pp. Rhcr 
ltcUoc CounC)' 
Mu.tw1pp1 R1vcr 
Jotk>on Cowtl)' 
MtUtUippt Rt\(J 
O.ytoo Counl) 
\i.JuJUl'PP Rl"tf 
O.ytoo Counl) 
'1..w:lwppl Ra-.a 
J-Counl) 
\1..w:lwppl Rna 
Cia)"- Coueoy 
MJs.rusJppt RJ-.er 
Jo<booCooooy 
MISSWlppl Rl-.er 
/l.t llSCabne County 
M.tSJISSLPI" R•vcr 
Jacboo Coon') 
\ hs.s.wtppt Rl"'tt 
l11Cboo C:O..oy 
\111S.&J.1.1;ppt Rnu 
Mosano<'-) 
Mrwu.ppa Rl•('l" 
JoctJGo c-ry 
M .. twSS.rppl R.a•et 
Dulouqu< eo...,. 
MIUlUippt RJ"Cf 
Claytoo Counl) 
MlS'I.lUippt RI\Cf 
lac:k.toa County 
Ma.uwppe RJ"a 
Duboqoe Coomly 
Dot< 
2-11 
I 14 
•••• 
2-.1 
12 I) 
2 17 
2-11 
2-14 
9 26 
12-9 
112 
I 12 
II 21 
HO 
• 23 
1-14 
1-23 
1-28 
.1-16 
1·27 
10.1 
I 11 
4 18 
1-22 
2-12 
Ill 
12 -16 
112 
I 0.1 
6-18 
12-9 
12-4 
I 14 
I 14 
I 28 
18 
Ill-IS 
1-.1 
2 lb 
2-18 
,_, 
12 II 
}-23 
I 22 
I 19 
2-16 
I 25 
}-21 
).) 
II 26 
Lo~eu Wade 
Spt~t 
Del'")olohruon 
Alben c..,. 
Paul H«bt 
........ 
Bclo '-""'mponJ 
Spentu 
Go<00o Qu>JI 
Spe.notr 
~rnon Harucn 
Jackson. M1nn 
Radwd S~mer 
0cltt)od<O 
Georl< ..... _ 
Horpa"s kn} 
--Aibtn Col) 
Art Baru 
Sp<ntt~ 
Bob 6urru 
Hartl<) 
...,...u Wade 
Sp<ftCCI 
Rtdwd Aluandcr 
Mdfonl 
Dock Hydt 
$j><O<tt 
GcotT< Paul-
lbrp<t'J kn} 
Coodoo Qu>!l 
Sp<O<tt 
JoM Rt«< 
L.aun:n.s 
Rlctw'd Rd~)' 
Algona 
Bob Bate:~ 
Sp<ottt 
l.ln) Btndho 
S(I<O<U 
Bclo \'m()mpl>ol 
Sp<om 
Bclo llal<> 
Spentcr 
An Battt 
Sp<ow 
Ken l...a.rscn 
Sp::nttr 
Jac\. W1l10n 
Cbt.~tt 
Bob Bf)tnl 
Arllollch hn. 
Dlndlfrm<h• 
Sp<O<tt 
R<>itr Hoo3b 
AlJona 
CratgM-
Slow. Rap1cb 
Galt: GoRnwm 
Harp<r"• Ferry 
John Lennon 
Fon Doda< 
Dan FoJ.bo\C:ft 
Sp<o<a 
An 811« 
Spt.-
Iun Bursnoo 
Atoold• hn. 
Robert Fotta<nld 
Mdfonl 
R<>i« Ho.ogll 
A laona 
La.rry Snow 
Ma"""' 
Ge<lrt< Paul""' 
Harp<r'• f<ny 
Rtcbard R~ 
PocahoetJ.J 
Gordoo ()ulol 
5(1<0«< 
Bob \OoOmpun« 
Spe'l'k.n 
Att 8Jtt1 
Spencer 
Stt\o't Lor:lu 
Spcn«r 
M.IICb.xl Fcnlcr 
Dubuque 
Dao M arpll)- Sr 
SIICM&A c.,. 
RJdaard \\-a1t.e•una 
ll<ntndotf 
Bnu Morcaa 
Pnncc•on 
Mok< Pw<ell 
Prt.nceton 
Manlyn Ma1cr 
Ct<br ltoroch 
Jerry 't&Dtmana 
-""" twley R.o.rru<, 
fJp 
Ralpbl.J, ... -
O..nnbetJ 
Joe Sl•lf 
M.~qooltta 
Roser Rot.Jen• 
lo•• C1t)' 
V•r&mll S1pp 
fkltt:\'UC: 
lttty Cow1n<y 
Pnnttwo 
SlqWo Deo<lu 
'"'* .. c., 
-St-.,...,...... 
'locbo< P>.k.d 
o. ....... 
Brua Aodc:noe 
C<d>r ltoptd 
John Rte\Cl' 
Rod Falb. IU 
Rt<lw'd Ruden 
o..,... ... 
J lb I~ liT 
l lb 19-IIT 
l lb 19 IT 
J lb 1'7 
1 lb 1.1 oz 1'7 
2 lb 1.1 01 II' 
2 lb ll 01 19' 
2 lb ll or 19' 
2 lb II or 111' 
21b II or I~ liT 
2 lb II Ol 19 liT 
2 lb II or 19' 
lib II or 19' 
21b II Ol 1r 
211> IOor 11-1'2" 
lib 9... 1'7 
21b 8 or 20-IIT 
21b 8 Ol 1'7 
21b 8 or 1r 
21b 8 or 17-IIT 
M liSWtppt Rl\'ef 
lltUoo C:O..Ooy 
M lSjWrppl Rlva 
Jocboo C:O..ty 
Mauwtpp Rzver 
Cby!OO eo...., 
M W.W!ppl Rl.\"tf 
5cc<t C:O..Ooy 
MtUWtppf A.Jvcr 
O oytoo Couooy 
Mau • .uapps Rlvcr 
JIICioon Counoy 
MUIUSIPPI River 
Dubuqo< COUoty 
MUlW.Jppl R.JYCf 
a- Coolll)' 
\h~itW:pp RJwcr 
ClayiOCI c-oy 
M D.UU1ppt 10-..ct 
AlJ.amUtt Coulll)' 
M.WWlppt Rrvcr 
AliiiiiWee Counoy 
M W1Uipp1 Rn·er 
01)10D Counoy 
M au 11tlpp1 R.J vcr 
All &m&k.tt Coulll)' 
MliiWlf'PI R.Jvcr 
J-Couol)' 
Mm.aurpp IU\'U 
lot'-- c-ry 
MDm&'l'l" ~~~­
O•ytoo C:O..oy 
MWIUJppt R.Jver 
SaoctCounoy 
M l.UIUippt Rlvc:r 
Joc\Joo Cowooy 
Mwauapp River 
0.)100 Counoy 
Mw.IUlppt Rtvcr 
O.yooo Couel)' 
STLl!COOI> - No Eolnt> 
SUCl<Dt (Mb<dlaMoull 
' ISib lor 32-114 
.lib 10 or 2.1• 
'lb 4oz 2r 
SU'I'flSH (lltd<W) 
I lb 2 or 10.1'2" 
lib 11 · 1'2" 
lib ~liT 
BROOK TROITT 
I lb H4 oz 1) .. 
BROWNTROIIT 
• J)Ib lor )I 
12 lb I or JO' 
121b 27-IIT 
II lb II or 2.1·1/T 
lllb 10 Ol ll liT 
lllb4ot 2r 
lllbjo:r 2r 
II lb I Ot 2$" 
I lib I Ot Tr 
10 lb 7·112 Ol 28- IIT 
10 lb "ot rr 
IOib lor 26' 
91b 12 •• 2S 
91b 12oz 24' 
9 1b 8oz 2.1-IIT 
9 1b 6oz 28' 
lib I or 2.1- liT 
711> II or 2A" 
7 lb 7 Ol 2.1-1'2" 
61b ll Ol 2J" 
61b 12 Ol 2.1' 
61b 12 Ol 1.1' 
61b IOoz 2.1 1'2" 
6lb J001: 
6;b8oz 2.1-IT 
61b 8 .. 24-1'2" 
61b 8 .. 2)' 
61b ~112 or 24 ·1/T 
Mi.UOUn Rner 
Mooooa Counoy 
Ccdal River 
M ot<lttll CouOl)' 
DurontoCr<d< 
Dubuqot Counoy 
fonD Food 
~c~ 
l'lc ..... Cndt 
Laoo Counl)' 
vwo1l.akc 
Mcxuaomery Counoy 
l'tuch Cndt 
Alllm&t« Couooy 
IUduDo<>cl Sconot• 
O~b-.·~ Cowlr) 
ITt.n<b Cr<d. 
Allama.lctt CoWll)' 
1\utey R1vcr 
Oaytoa Count)' 
Ocll .. ll't: Cov.oJy 
Lactic Paull 
AllanW « Coulll)' 
"oe-.Jonl 
Allan>d« Couol)' 
Bade>• Font 
lkt•v. ..-c Coual) 
w.p.,.,.....,., 
Mitchell Cou.nty 
""'" Cono< WtMelJuek County 
Joy Spnogs 
Claytoo C:O..ry 
Soy 'iapll 
Claytoo CoWl~)' 
l'ooctllCedlr 
Cby!OO c-ry 
IAie"""' 
A!Wool.ot COUIIt) 
Rxbmoad Sprutgs 
Delowve Counoy 
Rocltmood Spno&S 
Dela'fllrate Count)' 
Swus Valky 
Dubuque Counoy 
foUM.llD SpnnJI 
Det.·~ Coued)" 
S•ul \\aey 
o.~ooqoe c_,-
C.tf..!t Cttd 
Dubuque c....,. 
B.,.....,.c..a 
AIIIIIIWee CoWl~)' 
Blood~ Ruo 
Claytoo Couory 
Joy Spnog> 
0•)'100 C:O..oy 
s ... d_, Ya1ky 
Dubuque C0Uoty 
ualt M10 
J-Couoty 
...,.tt S•111 \la!lc)' 
Dubuqotc-y 
B·& MJI 
Ja.tJGo Couol) 
~pnnJ Brucb Cndt 
De~•ve Counl)' 
s ..... Vtf!q 
Dubuquc:C:O..my 
Ell; Croe~ 
De ....... Coui"Y 
Oott ..,, ,.. an<! Adc~N!o 
' 17 l.ln) o. ... 
'oUqllok;cu 
4-10 Evm~ Kotbiu 
Cbatoo 
1.2·)1 len) M•'l r 
--2-6 LtRoy an... lo-"11 Cll) 
4 I J lttty M>r=wuo 
Wonluntton 
2-16 J<ny C0011n<) 
Pnncetoo 
II-2.1 O.vod M<Aibsttt 
Dubuqo< 
11-2 V.llham Po\orny Sr 
llr)• 
J-2.1 Lee Gamm 
..,. ...... 
10.2 RIOI!y Brock 
"""tilt 
7 · 14 GcotT< Paoilioo 
lbtp<t"• Fm) 
~27 Boll Deulmey<f 
D)envd)e 
I 0.1 Oalt 0oruuoo 
IWp<t ., Far) 
' 8 M>rt Voo>bh 
Mllf.>OUU 
l-7 lobo Sclo h 
Moquokeu 
10.31 Dould RoiUig 
--6-1) W J Po\on>y Jr Bryw 
) -16 l.ln) Oovu 
M~ 
4 6 Rooald GooJe.mer 
Dubuque: 
4-l DcDJUs~a 
f\ot'9> VCM~ 
~29 Oleo Dttunul 
Ooa-.,., 
9-5 ll<n lndn 
0..1!< 
l-29 '*""' MIller 
Duboqut 
7 ·I 0 Dole Ht><nol< 
-6-~ lb1loa S-l<r 
Ccnltr Poml 
.1-28 Mlkt Dub)' 
Omalu. Nebrulta 
1().2'1 Ooorlte Ruff 
Dubuqo< 
s-1 Brad Kntobu 
,. ....... 
9-10 Ed SuoJU 
ludepeodc;O« 
7-26 Rlymood s.,.,..., 
Doccl>eit<t 
7·16 Ransom Coug.bJua 
Ccdal IU!o"'' 
9 5 lvu Ml.lhau 
Fon DodJ< 
~I) Oomoc:e Rollo 
Us! Oulooq ... 
~2) l"hlrDM "'>! otr 
--' 18 Tom FkmtroJ 
C<d>r~ 
S-24 Jomes RIIOCI< 
'letnure 
J-17 MJlce 8oodo 
N~w H.amptOfl 
4 8 Ho"'-a.n:l Amuh 
Iowa CJf)' 
8 · 1\ Bnoo SU>Ch 
'loolp<be1 
I> 19 Jdl' Kw<, .. _ 
7-4 Jomn M<Co!b.&Jt 
~ OtatOD VIC10IU 
Cedar f..u 
9 5 Carl ... , ... 
Wat<rloo 
8-18 Ntek K<mps 
Dubuqo< 
.1-27 Ralpb O.C..bauJb 
C<d>r !Uptd• 
9 2 K<oh PluliJp< 
Duboqoe 
1>7 JoUo.run-
Dubuq ... 
).12 Ed ILIJ 
Wa¥<rl) 
6-2 J.eoa Bonl 
Du""""' 
6-11 •bdwd lubo'IW\b Sr 
MancheJoa 
.1 I) K<nll<'\h Hcnkt I 
""""""' Eorl"'"l' 
~
•27 AJ..-
Cedlr RaPs 
I>IS RouBroadl Da,..,. 
1>-) Ralph O!<ollouJb 
Cedar ~tcb 
9 24 MJlct l.ucU 
Dubuqv< 
1-.1 Jdf Plert< 
Collu 
---· ------ ------ ----- - - -- -- - -------
1 
I 
-
u •• 
5111.1) 
5111. 1 
Ill. I 
Ul 
Ul 
Ill 
Ull 
.... 
.... 
..... 
•• ll 
•• 
I t I 
.. 
••• 
lt. 
l l. 
:j 
• I 
,, 
•• 
-1)0.. 
.... 
loti):: 
a.. 
-...... , .... 
""'-
-~ 
c.... ,.... 
1<.1.:8 
~ 
bel) s. 
Ina 
%Ga:l 
v..,or 
d)e.ut 
-:Pm:l 
•. ,fc:r, 
-
,_ 
r.:r-
2tf<ol 
Ill "IIIII 
~ 
-IJld:O ~~~ 
~ 
SID)1 
-
"''" llqolilll 
-l)olorp 
"'""' ., .. 
61b 601 21·1T 
61b • o1 2T 
61b 2 02 23-112'" 
61b2oz 2•• 
~ lb 13 Ol 21·1'2"" 
~ lb 12 01 23" 
S lb 12 Ol 27-IfT 
S lb 8 Ol 2.J.IIT 
~ lb 8 Ol 23" 
S lb 6 or 23" 
s lb 2 01 21·112'" 
•lb II 01 23- 112" 
• lb 6 01 21-1'2"" 
<lb•oz 21-1'2"" 
• lb • Ol "1fT 
•lb • .., 19-1'2"" 
•lbiOl "1fT 
• lb 27-1'2"" 
)[b I~ Ol 2T 
Jib 8oz 19· 112'" 
3 lb 7- 112 01. 19-112'" 
) lb 6-112.. 19-112" 
J"' 6.. 1&-112'" 
] lb 3"' 19'" 
3 lb 2 Ol "1fT 
) lb 2.. 19 liT 
l lb I 01 18-112'" 
lib 18" 
RAil\ BOW TROUT 
I~ lb I Ol )I" 
lllb • .. 26" 
121> l01 ~IT 
121b lO'" 
II lb II Ol 2'1" 
lllb •o• 291T 
10 lb 13 oz 2T 
10 lb II Ol 25" 
10 lb 9 Ol 2T 
10 lb • 01 28"" 
10 lb • "' 2'1" 
SpnnJ Branch 
lkla .. .,. Couoty 
Spong O..k 
MJI<htU Count)' 
Elk O..k 
Delaware County 
SWI» Valley 
Dubuque Count)' 
S<w~u VaUcy 
Dubuque Count)' 
""""""' Spnnas 
Dda•-ue Coulll) 
SWI» Valley 
Dubuque CouGI)' 
RJcJmoaad Spnngs 
lkla .... Coul) 
8-P>rt 
Duboque COWII)' 
too.« s .. -... Valley 
Duboque Counl)' 
Spnog Bm><:h Creel 
Dela~are Cot.lnty 
Nonh BW' Creek 
WtMC:$htek County 
Maquoketa RJ\'er 
Dc.la"'art: County 
OearC=k 
Allam&kcc Count)' 
B>tkys f<rd 
lktao.~ Coulll)' 
lbaltys f<rd 
Dd.a•~ Couar) 
E<l«lub HoD .... 
Qa,_Coaol) 
Lllllc Mill 
JoduoeCoual) 
'*-Uow RJYU 
Allmuk« County 
811 Mdl 
Ja<luon Count)' 
uule TU<key 
ClaytOil Count)' 
Bob<mw> 
Wmne.~.e\ County 
Fr<nch Creek 
Allam&kcc Cou111y 
Soy Mapll 
Ch}100 <Aw>l)' 
fmocbC=k 
Allam&kcc Coaol) 
s ...... \-.!lty 
Duboque Coulll)' 
~trut!rSJPPII R.J .. u 
Sa>u Coulll)' 
Rlcbmood s.,.,.,, 
Dtll"'¥t: Count) 
frc:nch Cftek 
Allam&kcc Count)' 
w-a.et 
AD...W.oeCoual) 
Spnng 8.-11 
D<a.-....c...., 
~R• 
V.-COCIII) 
Wt&fonl 
S•·n\ \-atk) 
Dubuque Coual) 
T url.ey Ro-o n 
01)100 <Auol) 
Nonh ec., O..l 
'W moe\htt\ Coun1)' 
Bloody Roa 
Cla)10D Counl) 
0.)100 
ltou• Ra 
V.-.cl.Coual) 
R ......... Spnop 
ow. .. an- Couat} 
~-Cr.d. 
Allamokccc..-r-
Dolt 
S-ll 
10.14 
Hl 
no 
1>-1 
6-18 
l-18 
4·16 
5-17 
2-27 
427 
6-11 
10.6 
S·l9 
• 12 
HO 
H2 
S-21 
S-19 
7-21 
5-20 
"'- and Addtus 
Stc .. c Rcu 
Cedar Rapods 
Terry Muller 
Osage 
Ntck Hey 
Caseodc: 
Harley Amu:nd~ 
Dubuque 
N~<k Ktmps 
Dubuque 
Dole Banb 
lnd<p<odmtt 
&.rene Robe)-
Dubuque 
GkoSean 
V..mrloo 
~(<.•• Schlosser 
Dubuque 
Rot>cn Hosch 
Caseodc: 
Glrn E>tep 
Cedar Rapods 
C'nJ« Btcnc:mun 
Wavc-rty 
Mile Ouncr 
Cedar Rapods 
Bradley Laovehr 
\\'Jterloo 
1-r-anl. 8 onlq 
c..s.r Rapods 
\t-Ake Burti 
Dubuque 
Tn~ty Robboa. 
1-oymt 
k•thte Mur.lkr 
Do•enpon 
Rohen Sehrocder 
Pos,t\IIIC 
Carl Lu• 
Dubuque 
Terry Armstrong 
Central Col)' 
Rochard Stollus 
Lawler 
Guy Holumao 
\\atcrtoo 
Carll..u• 
Dubuque 
Guy Holwnu 
\\'alerloo 
Mo<batl Mdlermoa 
Dubuque 
l.tk H.Ueo>OC> 
Dlvc:npon 
Kc:n 8ttft0t1' 
Molux IU 
Guy Holwnan 
\\atcrloo 
Roa Sc:h•mk.C' 
V..attrloo 
1\o<k \t~ler 
c- R.lpod. 
Genld ,,. 
v. a ;,.n 'iehc tlhom 
Oel•c• 
ROJ<< H>ll 
C" odor Rapods 
hmMovr 
("edit R.o.pod• 
Mol.e ~ISh« 
\'ln HomC' 
Mtlc Bro .. n 
llc\ Mettnn 
Alben M<)<n 
~,..n \\ •G 
Sptlhllk 
'ferhn 'f•Ucr 
...... ilk 
Cnao Bouw: = 
\\J .. ~ 
10 lb • Ol 18" 
IOib 2.1' 
9 lb IS or 2r' 
9 lb 1 .. 112 Ol 26" 
91b~01 ll" 
91bSo1 24112'" 
91bSo1 26" 
91b ... lT 
91b 2 01 27-1'2"" 
8 lb IS or 26" 
8 lb , .. 112 01 lT 
I lb 14 01 29-112'" 
&lb 5 01 u· 
lib lA" 
71b 9 01 2T 
71b '., n· 
71b sOl 21 112'" 
61b • oz u· 
6lb 4 ot 24~ 
s lb 10.112 oz 23" 
Sib lOot 23" 
Sib s oz n· 
Sib 8oz 2T 
S lb l oz 2A·II2'" 
Sib 2oz 21·1'2"" 
•lb 120l 22"" 
•lb 120l 21" 
41b 21 
3 lb 14 Ol 19'" 
3 lb 8 01 21).112'" 
) lb • 01 20.112" 
llb4oz 2Cr 
31b30l "1fT 
)lb)oz 18" 
) lb 2·l-• Ol 19'" 
Jib 2 01 19-I'T 
) lb "1fT 
lib IT 
31b IS" 
WALLEYE 
121b 20l 2&-112'" 
II lb 6 Ol 29 112" 
II lb 6 Ol 28"" 
Jl lb 4 OL )0"' 
10lb 12oz 29-I'T 
IOib 9oz U liT 
10 lb 8 Ol 29'" 
10 lb 4 Ol 29'" 
10 lb J 01 2'1" 
10 lb I O> 30" 
10 lb )(T 
10 lb lilT 
91b 130l 20 liT 
9 lb 12 Ol 2'1" 
91b II Ol ll" 
91b 9oz 29 IT 
91b9oz 291T 
91b8oz 2T 
91b 7 Ol 27-1'2"" 
91b 60l 
91bSOI 
91b.toz 29-H" 
91b lor 
founwo Spnns1 
Dda"-art Cou.rny 
Ro<llmood Spnog• 
Odaw;are. County 
liwt River 
w.nnciohd Count)' 
Joy Spnngs 
0•)'101l County 
Ba.leys f<rd 
Od••~ Count)' 
Tonk Creek 
M•<htU C'"'oty 
- ec., Creek V..-.b.oc.k Coaol) 
Trout Rl"cr 
"'·- CouGI)' Spong Brood> 
Oda'\11-arc: Couot)" 
lle.wereel 
Fa)cnt: CouDt')' 
Rtchmond Spnn.ss 
Oelawut County 
Sny M•c•ll 
Cayton Count)' 
RJdunood Spnogs 
Od a...,..an: CCk!nty 
Trout Run 
WoM<ihoek COUll!) 
Buck O..k 
Claytoo C...01)' 
Spn"ll B.-11 
lklo•on: CouGI)' 
S••u 'h.lk)-
DubuquoCoulll)' 
1tout RI"W 
WoM<Jhrl Coual)' 
1\ut.e) R.l" er 
Cla)'IOil <Aw>l)' 
BldC)'\ ford 
Oela•are County 
Sny Mogoll 
Clay!on CoWl!)' 
CoonCou.k 
Wtnnc~d County 
Soutll Cedar 
01)1.011 CoWJty 
Bar Creek 
F•)ent CouOI)' 
spnna Creek 
M ll<bel I COWII)' 
'*-Uow Rtvu 
Allomol.cc Coual) 
CoonCno<L 
Wooocslud<C.....,. 
Frtoeh Creek 
Allonwl.cc COWII)' 
Rtchmood Spnn:g" 
Dela'llrr~ COil DC)' 
t"'umaJn Spn.nas 
Otlavrue County 
Low.c.r Swtu Valley 
Dubuque Couoty 
foounuun Spn.oJS 
0<11 .. .,.. Coullly 
BwSIOn 
DubuqueCouoty 
Coon Creek 
"'' M<ilutl; Coulll)' 
,._.....,s.,.,.., 
Otl.a•vc: CouDt) 
SWIU \'lllty 
O.buque COWII)' 
Trout R~.~n 
WtM<lh>ek COWII)' 
ll'oul Ru.n 
wl~Kk Counry 
Bocill 
Ho,..ard County 
L.M.e Rathbun 
AJ>PIOOO'C County 
Lake Rathbun 
"""""""" Cou•l)' 
l.al.e IWI>b<lo 
Appoooo>< Coual) 
S1ona Lal.e 
B~~~toa Vnu Count) 
Cedar RJ._et 
Blad Ho•k COUOI) 
Ro-TIII•...,. 
Appuooase C...OI) 
LalC' Rd\bu.a 
Appanoo>e<Auol)' 
~onn LO.e 
Oucn.a VaJU Count) 
Lake: Ralhbun 
Appanoos.e County 
Lal c Ralhbun 
Appanoose Count)' 
Wt:s-1 O~obo)• 
Dl<luu~ CauDl} 
lA< Rothbulo 
"""""'- Couol) ~ .. ,. c:Jtobo]l 
o.ru- COUOI) 
SpqC=k 
fnoJWo (0001) 
Slonlo lA< 
B«na "ISola Ccuat) 
Lake Rolhbuto 
Mnoroe <Auoty 
'Wa.-apu:~~eon Ra-.a-
BII<Iwwl Count) 
Ott Molnu R1"c:-r 
1'\>1~ Counl) 
DK-kuu~ Coumy 
Lost l;laod L.ak< 
Palo Alto Cou111y 
V.apt..tpuuCOO Rl"er 
.._. COWII)' 
W... Olobo)o 
Dld.IIIIOD CCIIUIIt) 
llonaO<otoo,o 
Doc--~ 
o.u 
7·2 1 
7·2 
•·2• 
1·1 
6-16 
9·1S 
~·16 
4·26 
5·30 
7·11 
S30 
6-10 
6-IJ 
S-) 
S.IO 
S·IO 
8·26 
7·U 
HI 
S-26 
6-J 
7·21 
S.7 
6-18 
6-25 
S·27 
2·15 
.. , 
4.1• 
.. ,
•-6 
).18 
2·24 
8·2 
6-12 
2-14 
Sol 
4·U 
).2 
•·22 
12-21 
2·1l 
ll·l 
,...., and \ d.dn11 
Ste"U kopp 
Dubuque 
1bdd W1l-'01.'1 
Y.i!cJIOO 
Kun E.spc 
Otcon.h 
Mlrl< Woe>t< 
Lake Vtew 
T1n1 Hahcl'\00 
Manh&lhow.n 
Oeao St~ulu 
R.., VhltM<lpp 
"•ttdoo 
tktb ftU.10ftl. 
\UH-
H.wld Mo;Go..u 
Cedar IUpod• 
c. .. 8ood 
Athn,Jton 
h)' hencn 
Cedar Ropods 
Tom 1-tldpooch 
Ouuenbera 
Joel JIIC<Ib""' 
kc.nnc:th Ct\andlet 
Naih"a 
Ttm Fcldpooch 
GuntnbtrJ 
frucu le-q,a 
Ml ~ 
Carl Spoc1< 
lkbnor 
lio)d ...... , 
1'\>ll Col)' 
J<ffrty Merrtll 
C ed.v Rarld ~ 
Ooual.a\ Grt:•l 
C"edlr Ropod; 
Leon Bon! 
Dubuque 
Ruuell WelnKnsce•n 
Chill<\ Col)' 
Slephen Tully 
Dubuque 
Robtn C"otl< 
\\atctloo 
Andy Atnl 
Clutln C"ol) 
Mo<batl Stolfu• 
La ..... 
Civ) HoiWUft 
\\JJc:riOI,I 
Scon. Mlllruoa 
\\a !Ikon 
SeonB.tnh 
Independence 
Mar\ Ywoc~te 
l.akc V.ew 
Joh.n Boley 
Newton 
Mat\ Wocne 
LalC' VtC'~ 
J<»eph l..arnm<T 
Ou~uc 
Moi.<Boollo 
,..c ... Hampton 
\ id.< SaJ,_ 
Cedlr R.lpods 
Woll- \ic<"anhy 
Dubuque 
DootH_.... 
Dubuque 
Mol.< 9oollo 
New Ha.mptOft 
WaJIC"r D-11enu.n 
C"r<.OO 
Jeff A lbn1h1 
Watcrtoo 
w R Cbflord 
De1 Mo.nu 
Ga.-tc Onw II 
....... &II. 
Gcoryt "' ''""' Jl..c• cll 
Cion Goli<J 
'A.alerloo 
fftd \\Mft'D 
"'""'ill 
Roe 01""' 
\li.o~rnkJo 
John Pauhcn 
Truudale 
0~>< AlbnsJ>I 
No""alk 
Don 8oonttu 
)ndt.aP4Jb 
Leo u.,ct 
l.c Man 
Jell All>nlhl 
"'-atcrloo 
......., "'""'"" ~tJtford 
KaJc kapp 
""""' .. Mile \\dwa 
Sjoellt<f 
Ban P>nNil 
o.r. .. 
R"'l<r ,.,...,. 
lnd<p<nden« 
O.t.k Jar..-'00\ 
On MOIMt 
Da\ot ~.a~Wcf 
M11f,lf'd 
Doe~ Allen 
Spencer 
lotln Ou\\ 
"""""" On aUt fk l1ft 
-· ...... o.~c~
\WOld 
Dou ,..,. and Add.-
91b 
91b 28·112'" 
91b 28" 
8 lb 12 01 28" 
8 lb 10 01 
lib 9oz 21·112"" 
&lb 8oz 
81b l oz 
alb a .. 26-112'" 
lib, .. 28-112'" 
81b s 01 27· 112'" 
81b4oz 29· 112'" 
81b 4 oz 2J.Jf2'" 
8\b ... 21·112'" 
lib 2oz 
llb2oz. 27-1'2"" 
81b loz 21·1'2"" 
lib u· 
Shell Rotk RJ'er 
Bu.tlct Counry 
\YapiJptntcOII Rt\ott 
LtM Cou.n')' 
Lake Ralhbun 
Appa~~oose COUll!)' 
""""OkoboJI 
Dl<koOlOil Count)' 
Ule Comella 
""'lh' <Auol)' 
W..tOkobo)o 
O..l """" c ... lll)' 
W...Okobo)o 
Ill<...._ C".ooiOI) 
DuMoma Rl"u 
H =bold! Coool)' 
Sa)-tlk lA< 
1'\>lk Coultl)' 
W.st<lkobo)l 
Dl<luruoo County 
"""" Ol.oboJI Dl<luruoa County 
West OkoboJo 
lhck.tf\)(lln County 
Lake R•lhb<ln 
Appanoo><County 
Shell Ro<k Rovu 
Aoyd Coulll)' 
lA< R.uhbw> 
Appanoo><Couol)' 
Lake IcoN 
Adams Coulll)' 
llonaOkobo)o 
o.run- Coulll)' 
Mat.SlUippt Rl'f'C'f 
OI)'IOil <Aw>l)' 
2·28 
3·31 
6-18 
6-1 
6-24 
10.11 
Hl 
1·3 
s-7 
10.20 
J.l6 
Robcn \UtiU 
Oatb"dlc 
Alan Knocaer 
Ccnltf Potnt 
BenJamin TbomJXOn 
Des MOtDC) 
lkb-lknn" Aodttl<lft 
Rod 0U. 
Dove 1-r)e 
Pattenlow-g 
Oart:ncc BondJ•o 
Amold•Plrl< 
DootJ-
Sptnt lA< 
lklorn Koob 
H.mobolcll 
Aadrt• \\JUt.l.rt'lS 
O..Mouon 
Maury Mulun 
Sp1111 Lake 
Angoe Kolcy 
Ren~te.._ 
IMngtwn Sehncll 
Milford 
Jeff Albnght 
Waterloo 
LIDonne Stouoh 
Owln Cny 
RJclw-d Pauley 
MM\. DruooU 
Oanodo 
\hrtiiD Gu1.11A 
RO)&f 
Doru P>epcr 
Garooo•-.llo 
IOWA ALL-TIME RECORD FISH 
Weight length 
BASS (Largemouth) 
10 lbs 5 oz. 24-~ 
BASS (Ocean SIJ1~) 
91b4oz. 29 
BASS (Smallmouth) 
61b 8 oz. 21·~ 
BASS (Rock) 
llb8oz. 
BASS (White) 
Jib 14 oz. 
BASS (Wipe-) 
4 1b 2oz. 
BASS (Yellow) 
l lb5oz. 
19·1;s 
12·\-2 
County 
Where Caught 
Farm Pond 
ueCoun1y 
lake Rathbun 
A~ County 
Spir11 Lake 
Olcklruon County 
M!sswoppo River 
Dubuque County 
Wat Okobott 
Dickinson Counl)l 
Des Moines River 
M<orlon County 
llb5oz 
BLUEGill. 
Clear Lake 
Ceno Gordo County 
13 Sand Pit 
21b 6oz. 
BUUHEAD 
41b 12 oz. 
BUFFALO 
491b IS oz. 
CARP 
SOib 
CATFISH (Blue) 
301b 8oz 
CATFISH (Channel) 
30 lb 4 oz. 
CATFISH (Aothead) 
621b 
16 
41 
44 
40 
39 
46 
Black Hawk Coun1y 
Farm Pond 
H«rvy County 
Farm Pond 
Harmon County 
Chmyl..ake 
Toma County 
Glenwood Lake 
Mllls Coun1y 
Lake M<onawa 
Pot1aw.>ttamle Co 
VIking Lake 
Montgomery County 
Iowa River 
Johnson Coun1y 
CRAPPIE 
4 lb9oz. 
MUSKY 
381b4oz. 
21.14 Green Castle Lake 
Mar>ha.D County 
TIGER MUSKY 
24 lb. I oz. 
NORnlERN PIKE 
2Sib5oz. 
PADDL£FISH 
1071b 
PERCH (Yellow) 
I lb 15 oz. 
SAUGER 
61b 8oz. 
SHEEPSHEAD 
461b 
48 
45 
25 
STURGEON !S'-~l 
12 lb 33 
SUCKERS (Mhc.) 
15 1b I oz. 32 l4 
SUNFISH (RO<kar) 
I lb 9 oz. 10.1"'4 
TROlTT (Brook) 
2 lb 14 oz. 
TROlTT (Brown I 
13 lb 3 oz. 
17 
31 
TROlTT (Rainbow) 
15 lb 8 oz. 30·112 
WAU..EYE 
14 lb 2 oz. 31 1<2 
Lake Rathbun 
A~ County 
Wes~ Okoboji 
Olcluruon Coun1y 
We.1 Okoboji 
01ck1MOM Coun1y 
Missouri Rlver 
Monona Counly 
Splrlt Lake 
DlcluMOM County 
MIS>Our1 Rrver 
Woodbury County 
Spu11l.ake 
Doclunoon County 
OesMotnesRlver 
Vbn Buren Coun1y 
Mdooun River 
Monroe County 
Centno.l Lake 
Jones County 
Canoe Cre..k 
Winneshlek County 
French Creek 
Allamokee Couniy 
Turkey River 
O..yton County 
Spmt Lal<e 
Olcktruon County 
O.Je 
8-70 
7-83 
S-72 
Angler 
Paul Burgund 
Fort M<odlson 
Richard Pauley 
Mysb< 
Rick Pendand 
~
J"" Onsc:ol1 
Dubuque 
Bill Bom 
Mlllord 
Jo:83 Nonnan Van rJ: 
5-78 
1>-78 
S-69 
8-74 
7-0.5 
>81 
2·77 
3-81 
9·74 
~..owen Washburn 
Fertile 
Timothy Dolan 
Waterloo 
Chns J•ll"" 
M~ Pleasant 
Henehel Brown 
MJS>OUn Volley 
James 0 Schmltt 
Toledo 
Fred tlougtond 
Glenwood 
Fred Dohs<her 
Counal Blulls 
Glenn Harms 
Sherutnd011h 
RogerFolrchild 
Cont.Mlle 
Ted Trowbrldg<l 
Manlwilltown 
OwtesL Moen 
Plea$anMIIe 
ll<yan Sleven 
Spenur 
ADen Fonb«~ 
Albert Ctty 
Robert Pranschke 
Onawa 
John Wat. 
E.sUletVUie 
10.76 Mrs. ~m Bwer 
10--62 
4-74 
5-82 
3-81 
8-77 
10-68 
Sloan 
R F Famon 
Clanon 
Randy Hernm 
OoudJ 
Glen E Outman 
Onawa 
Roland Rlethn 
Cascade 
Lyle Brown Jr 
Decorah 
Brad Kra.m~r 
Waukon 
23 
. 
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Least Expensive Yet Most Versatile Lure 
By Dale Anderson 
Dale Anderson is a fisheries research 
technician and has been with the com-
mission since 1970. He holds a B .S. 
degree from Iowa State University. 
No other lure is o simple yet deadly 
at catchmg fish a the leadhead. 1\ 
leadhead, or jig, is a lure with a 
wetghted head, fixed hook and tail 
made of feathers, plastic, or hatr. The 
weight of the lure varies from 111 OOth 
of an ounce to 2 ounces, although 111 
Iowa, sizes over 112 ounce are seldom 
used. Since the j1g is heavy and com-
pact, it cac;ts ea~tly and smks read1l)'. 
Left motionless in the water, it IS 
absolutely useless for catching ft h. but 
when retneved correctly, the Jig be-
comes one of the most effective lures 
ever made 
Any good sports shop displays a 
great variety of styles , Sl7e , and color 
of the popular lure. How can the aver-
age angler possibly make an intelligent 
cho1ce when such a vanety is available'> 
It's not really as compiJcated as it may 
sound. Most anglers know what kjnd of 
fish they most want to catch and use 
lures des1gned to attract JUSt that spe-
cies The leadhead. however, appeals to 
so many fish that seemmgly fruitless 
trips have often been turned around 
when another spectes is discovered to 
be ready and eager to accept the lure. 
Flexibility i the byword when jig 
fish mg. 
For most species during much of the 
year, keeping the lure close to the 
bottom produces best. Here is where Jig 
fishing gets the description "bottom-
bumpmg " It would eem at fir<,t that 
nothmg could be s1mpler than gettmg a 
hunk of lead to the bottom of a lake 
The problem hes m keepmg the jtg 
close to the bottom, Without becoming 
snagged, as 1t I"> retrieved An angler 
can solve thts problem b} becommg a 
"hne-watcher." As a Jig lS cast and 
begms to -.mk. the !me betv.:een the rod 
tip and where the I me ente~ the 'A- ater 
straightens. The same -.ection of hne 
will suddenly fonn ... bov. \\hen the lure 
• 
hi£5 the bottom TI1is is the .:ue to begm 
retne\ mg Retnevmg c;hm b~ made 
in a senes of hort hop , w1th the lure 
kept close to the bottom. Watching for 
the line to bo'A- between hops assures 
the jig is maintaining its bottom-
bumping status Eventually, the jig 
touchmg the bottom can actually be felt, 
providing a sensitive rod is used. 
Graphite or boron rod are e pec1aJI} 
good for this. 
The bottom-bumping method is the 
most common Jig fi hmg techmque, but 
certainly not the only one. Many fisher-
men resort to bobber during the panfish 
spawnmg season to keep their Jig 
uspended a few feet below the water' 
urface Bobbers erve a threefold pur-
pose. They mamtain the Jig at a prede-
termined depth; they provide additional 
we1ght, which a1ds in casting hght Jigs; 
and they provide a visual sign of a 
strike. Thts method ~~ u ed mamJy with 
small Jigs on panfish, but may also be 
u eful whenever u pended fi h of any 
kind are found 
Another technique 1s called swim-
ming the Jig. Thi is ort of like bobber 
fishing w1thout the bobber in that the Jig 
is kept off the bottom. The speed and 
weight of the Jig are what determjne the 
depth the Jure runs. This method 1s 
e pecially good on suspended feeding 
fish smce it 1m1tate an e caping bait 
fish. Fish actively feeding on or near the 
surface on calm day during the pring 
and summer can be located by surface 
disturbances and the re ulting ring of 
small v.aves radiating from the area. 
Feeding fish must be approached lowly 
and quietly ince they are remarkably 
wary when the e conditiOn extsl. 
When man-made lakes strati fy in June, 
July and August. drifting or swimming 
a Jig behmd a boat is very effective. In 
this case, schools of panfish .are sus-
pended from five to fifteen feet down, 
across open bod1e of water. Dn fted 
leadhead imitate wimrning bairfi h 
and are read1ly taken b} bluegill and 
crappte. 
Fishennen am\ing at a lake or river 
w1ll often ask successful angler 'A-ho 
are leaving, "What color are they htt-
tmg on'>" Probably no other choice m 
leadhead fishmg IS o wide!)' debated 
yet so easy to make as color A few 
baste color - whtte, yellow, black, 
and possibly brown, in a variety of 
size , will uit mo t fi hmg situations. 
Other color catch anglers' eyes (and 
pocketbook ) more than they catch fish. 
Choice of the si7e of jig, and match-
ing that size to the right line will have 
more influence on ucces than any 
other factor m jig fi hing. Most novice 
jig fi hermen will u e a leadhead which 
casts easily, with whatever ize line they 
happen to have on their reels. Since 
heavy line u ually come wtth the les 
expensive reel , a heavy j tg is reqUired 
to pull the line off the reel. With till 
combination , Jack of ucce is aJmo t 
guaranteed for the most abundant pe-
cie - panfi h. Generally, small jig 
will catch more fi h The hghte t line 
that is practical for the species and 
water being fi hed i nece ary. Jigs are 
about the lea ·t expensive lure that can 
be used, o losing a few in brush or 
rocks 1 worth the inve tment, when 
that ' what it takes to catch fish. 
Jig fishing, like any other kind of 
fishmg, has 1ts own little trick that 
greatly increase effectivene s. A com-
mon trick is to "flavor" the hook with a 
piece of nightcrawler or a minnow. This 
trick alone can often mean the differ-
ence between a htghly ucce ful trip 
and an empty stringer. Another altera-
tion used by many good jig fi hermen i 
to pinch or cltp off part of the jig tat! to 
make it shorter and thinner. With les 
tail behind the hook. fewer fi h tnke 
hort of the hook. 
There are times when fish will take 
nothing but the malle t of leadhead 
fished near the bottom. Because depth 
and wind conditions make it difficult to 
get the tiny lures down, tandem ng 
work well . The first, somellmes larger, 
jig is tied on as usual; then, u mg an 
additional one- to three-foot length of 
line, the tiny trailer 1s attached. This 
method a1 o allows the fi herman to try 
different color at the arne t1me. 
While earching the tackle box for 
that perfect lure, the 'A-i e angler never 
overlook the simple leadhead. Even 
though it IS the lea t expen ive lure 
there, It certain!) can be the mo t 
effecti ve. 
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Leadheads take almost all species of game fish, but 
are JHlrlicularly effective for walleyes ( top). 
Casting small jig-and-bobber combinations (above) 
produces as many crappies during spawning season 
as any other method, including bait fishing. Fished 
properly, leadheads will hook their share of large 
crappies Like this one (left) taken from Red Rock 
Lake. 
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By Lannie Miller and Tom Gengerke 
Lannie Miller is a fisheries biologist 
located at Black Hawk. He holds a B.S . 
degree from Kansas State University and 
has been with the commission since 
1974. 
By way of introduction let's ju t ay 
that we're a couple of dads who really 
enjoy fishing. As fisheries biologists, 
we also take great pleasure in seeing 
other people catch fi h, especially kid ! 
In fact, we would offer as simply a 
statement of fact , that one of life's fine t 
pleasures is seeing the look on a child ' 
face as he or he catche that fir t fi h. 
Whether it i a bluegill , bullhead or 
bass, the excitement, wide eyes and 
radiant smile all make for a truly magic 
moment in our lives. We're going to 
suggest something of a "how to" ap-
proach for creating those magic mo-
ments by offering a few of our experi-
ences out on the water. 
Expectations - Yours and Theirs 
A family fishing trip will contain 
many of the same highlights you experi-
ence whenever your family travels to-
gether, goes out for pizza or attends the 
local little league game. Patience is the 
watch-word. It' easy to preach and 
" 
hard to practice. We're living in an 
"instant" society where even instant 
proficiency is often expected. You '11 do 
a lot for your kids and for your elf if 
you maintain a relaxed approach to the 
whole proce s and are careful how you 
defme uccess. 
The first constderatton i afety. Each 
child must have a quality life jacket. For 
a very young child we recommend the 
jacket have a leg strap on it to prevent 
falling out. 
The degree of exuberance we feel for 
the sport may not be Immediately tran -
ferred to our children. We don't et 
our elves or our kids up for a letdown 
with a "do or die" ituation. There' 
more to a family fi hing trip than just 
catching fish; in fact, Henry David 
Thoreau explained it best when he said 
"Many men go fishing all of their lives 
without knowing it i not the fish they 
are after." For example, a friend, Lee, 
called last summer and uggested we 
take our boys out to the " rock pile·· and 
catch some fi h. Now Lee is an ardent 
angler and an impa ioned outdoors-
man; but most important of all, he knew 
where the rock pile was! Well , to make 
Tom Gmgtrke 
a long story bearable, we got to the 
lake, launched the blue "luxury liner" 
and after a short albeit inten e search. 
we found the submerged rock pile. 
Michael , Jason and Todd were wound 
tighter than 100 yards of 14-lb test in 
the prop. Lee had 'em fired up! -we 
ngged terminal tackle. created organi-
zation out of seven rod and fi ve bodies 
and started fishing. 
We learned a few things during that 
trip. We learned not to get excited when 
one of the boys let out over 250 yards of 
line. We learned how to rig everal rods 
and till regulate a con tant flow of 
andwiches. cookies, candy bars and 
pop. We learned to control ourselves 
when a seven-year-old que ttoned the 
selection of jig color. But perhaps the 
best lesson of all wasn't really anything 
new, it was simply reinforcement of an 
old concept: kids by nature are con-
finned optimists. Our attitude defined 
succe , and although we caught few 
fi h on that trip our hared experience 
was valuable. With Lee along, we have 
never had an "unsuccessful " trip with 
our kids. 
Once a positive, relaxed attitude is 
achieved , we concentrate on another 
important ingredient in the making of an 
angler- catching fish. The old proverb 
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By John Pitlo Jr. 
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0 ne of the beauties of the "big 
tver" is the variety of water available 
) fish and fishermen. Habitats range 
rom quiet shallow backwater lakes and 
low-moving side channels, to swift, 
eep tailwaters, main channel border 
nd wing dam areas. Fish seem to "tum 
n" during different times of the year in 
ifferent habitats. I'll tart with a typical 
pring and follow the year through, 
uggesting when and where to find 
arious fish. 
.ate Winter and Early Spring 
One of the best known fishing events 
1 the midwest is the annual "run" of 
11alleye and sauger into tailwater areas 
elow locks and darns. Fishing for these 
pxies usually peaks in March and 
\pril . Depending on water temperature, 
nese fish spawn near the end of April 
nd then disperse throughout the pool. 
~i shing for them in the tailwaters then 
nds until the following fall. 
There is usually a short period during 
v1arch when snagging for paddlefish is 
·xcellent. Tailwaters are best just after 
ce-out and before the spring flood that 
ISUally peaks in mid-April. Paddlefish 
lisperse with spring flood waters and 
hen move back into tailwater areas in 
une after the spawn is complete. 
About the time walleye and sauger 
are spawning, northern pike fishing 
starts. Northems are the earliest spawn-
ers in the river and have recuperated 
from this effort by the end of April. 
Backwater lakes and slow-moving side 
channels near beds of flooded vegeta-
tion are where they spawn and remain 
for awhile. Baits should be worked 
slowly around stumps, logs, brush and 
weed beds. Northern pike are underhar-
vested, and there are literally thousands 
to be caught. 
Spring 
Bullheads start moving into the shal-
lows as the water warms to the upper 
50's. Fish are in shallow, backwater 
lakes, in bays, along edges of trees, in 
flooded drainage ditches and , if the 
water is high enough, in flooded grain 
fields. I've seen excellent catches of 
large bullheads come from flooded 
cornfields during May. 
Crappie start moving toward spawn-
ing areas in May. Small minnows and 
jigs take them near fallen trees, brush 
piles and log jams. Water three to six 
feet deep, with little or no current is 
ideal . Crappie are a schooling fish and 
if one is caught, there is a good chance 
that more are in the immediate area. 
Late Spring and Summer 
Largemouth bass become more ac-
tive as the water warms in May and 
June. Backwater lakes and sloughs are 
best, with fish located around stumps, 
brush and weedbeds in shallow water 
and little current. Slow-moving lures, 
like jigs with pork rind or plastic 
worms, seem to produce in spring. 
Spinner baits and other weedless lures 
are needed to fish the heavy weedbeds 
during summer. 
Bluegills are active throughout the 
year, but some of the best fishing occurs 
in June during the spawning period. 
Again, shallow lakes and sloughs, 
around stump fields and weed beds hold 
them. If the river is normal .to low, 
excellent catches can be taken from 
wing and closing dams during June, 
July and August. Most fishermen an-
chor above the wing dam and drift 
garden worms or small pieces of night-
crawler across the rocky face of the 
structure. Small hooks and just enough 
split shots to reach bottom are important 
for bluegills. 
As water temperatures cl imb above 
60° F, catfish become more active and 
start biting. Most catfish are taken from 
areas with some current. Side channels 
Because of the greaJ diversity of habitat in the Mississippi River 
(opposite page), no place in Iowa, if indeed anywhere, offers 
fishing for such a wide variety of species. Northern pike and 
walleyes (left) as well as largemouth bass (above) are merely 
a sample. 
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with log jam and brush piles are good 
place to tart. Anchoring above a bru h 
pile and drifting a bait into it is pre-
ferred . Other good areas to try are 
above and be low wing darns and in 
running slough . 
Walleye and sauger move back on 
wing dams in late June through July. 
One method to catch these fish is by 
trolling backwards on the upstream side 
of the dam with a big nightcrawler on a 
worm harness. Anglers stay 30 to 40 
feet above the wing dam and work 
laterally along the structure so their 
baits bounce along the rocky face of the 
darn . Another method involves anchor-
ing up tream of the dam and casting j igs 
dressed with plastic worms o they 
bounce among the rocks of the dam. I 
fish one dam for 15-20 minute and if a 
fish i n ' t caught or a bite detected , I 
move to the next structure. I repeat this 
until fish are located. 
Freshwater drum fishing reaches its 
peak during the heat of the summer 
when fishing for most other spec ies 
slows. Many drum are caught from 
boats anchored near the main chru:mel 
border, around wing dams and sandy 
flats. They are bottom feeders and 
readi ly take a big gob of worms or 
crawdad meats . 
Early Fall 
White bass fishing can be super 
around wing dams, rock piles and rip-
rap banks during the early fall . Small 
spinners , jig and minnows seem to be 
the be t baits and when a school of 
triper is located , fi hing can be fast 
and furious. "Striper" anglers keep a 
keen lookout for urface boils, rolls or 
splashe as white bas tend to drive bait 
fish to the urface a they feed on them. 
FaU 
When the hunting seasons open in 
October, the number of anglers on the 
river declines noticeably and at times, 
certain areas of the river are void of 
human activity. At this time, walleye 
and auger start moving back into the 
tailwaters, as do paddlefi h. Now is the 
time to catch a trophy walleye from 
wing dam . The larger female feed 
heavi ly as egg development begins in 
preparation for next spring's spawning . 
I like to troll on the up tream side of the 
wing dam , u ing a 3-way rig with a 
rapala or large shiner for bait. I rarely 
catch limits of fish, but the ones I do 
catch are u ually large. 
Early October is also a good time for 
largemouth bass. These fish seem to 
group together in the faJJ and fantastic 
fishing can be had if a school is located 
in backwater lakes and bays around 
stumps, logs and brush. Largemouth 
bass seem to be more tolerant of run-
ning side channels with slow-moving 
currents. If you can find a small cut 
with some medium current flows, fish 
the edges of the current hard as the e 
can be hot pots . 
Lock and dam tailwaters seasonally attract thousands in search of sauger and walleyes. 
Winter 
Once the backwater lakes begin to ice 
over, the ice fi hing for bluegill and 
crappie begins. The best catches seem 
to occur during the fLrSt month of ice-
over, as soon as the ice is safe. Light 
line (2-6 lb test), mall jigs and tear-
drops tipped with grubs or minnows 
take panfish from cover such as stumps, 
logs and brush. 
Although the backwaters may be ice 
covered, lock and dam tailwater areas 
that remain open are still productive. 
Depending on the severity of the winter, 
as much as one mile of open water 
offers good walleye and sauger fishing, 
especially if a January of February 
" thaw" occurs . 
Obviously, the beautiful "Ole' Miss" 
provide the wide t variety of fishing 
opportunitie found in Iowa. Ifs most 
succe ful angler don 't wait for a 
specific period, barometric level, river 
stage or water temperature, but go 
fi hing when the opportunity arises. 
John Pitlo is a fisheries research biolo· 
gist located at Bellevue. He holds a B .S. 
degree and an M.S. degree f rom Iowa 
Slilte and has been with the commission 
for six years. 
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By Doug Carlson and Dean Roosa 
/o11• >ean Roosa is the state ecologist. He 
lissio wlds an M.S. degree in botany from 
owa State University and has been with 
- he commission since 1975. 
)oug Carlson is a native of Monona 
':ounty, Iowa. He received his B.S. from 
owa State University inl970 and is now 
rn aqlUltic biologist with the New York 
)epartment of Environmental 
-:onservation. 
They are known to some of the old 
imers along the Missouri River as 
.vhite sturgeon, white hackleback or 
.vhite sand sturgeon. Yet for the most 
>art, their identification is best sum-
narized by the expression , "I've never 
;een a fish like this before." The spade-
;haped snout, unusual " hackles," and 
.mooth belly are very di tinctive, and 
mce you 've een a pallid turgeon , you 
1re not likely to forget it. Seeing one of 
Jlese sturgeon, however, i not so easy. 
AJthough they live to be over 30 years 
Jld, they travel almo t mysteriously in 
Jpen river sy terns, preferring the fast 
water areas that most fish avoid. 
The pallid sturgeon i among a fami-
y of fi he known for their long live , 
their huge production of eggs u ed for 
:aviar, and their intricate pattern of 
behavior. There are only nine species of 
sturgeon in North America, and Iowa's 
border waters have all three of the 
inland or entirely freshwater pecies. 
The pallid sturgeon is least frequently 
caught of all these kinds because of 
their historically low abundance, and 
more importantly, because of their re-
cent losses of habitat. 
Pallid sturgeon live in areas like their 
closest relative, the shovelnose stur-
geon, but do not congregate behind 
wing dikes and bars, like shovelnose 
do, nor are they as quickly to be caught 
on a worm-baited hook. However, their 
habits are like the other sturgeons in that 
they appear to travel in groups which 
sometimes stay together for months or 
year . They are very selective about 
habitat. Feeding areas are so precisely 
chosen by this fish that on more than 
one occasion, two individuals have 
been caught on the same hook on 
consecutive days, when they appear to 
be nowhere else in the river. 
Pallid strugeon are also very particu-
lar about choosing their spawnmg areas. 
It is believed that they "home-in" on a 
spawning area, behaving like almon, 
who upon maturing, return to the spot 
where they were hatched. 
The changes m river habitat from 
man's channelization are the greatest 
threat to the pallid sturgeon in Iowa. 
PALLID STURGEON 
(Scaphirhynchus albus) 
Spawning areas have never been 
located, but are probably in the areas of 
the main channel and lower tributaries 
where most channelizing has occurred. 
It is probable that prime spawning areas 
have been lost, and their amount of 
living space has certainly been reduced. 
Very few of these fish are caught each 
year. In Iowa, apparently the only re-
cent records are from the Missouri 
River; one from the early 1970's from 
studies for the Port Neal power station, 
the other from near Sioux City in May, 
1977. There have been no known 
catches in the Mississippi River since 
the construction of the lock and dam at 
Keokuk. This species, considered rare 
throughout its range, is listed as "en-
dangered" in Iowa. 
The classification of a fish as endan-
gered provides protection for the critical 
habitat (when it's identified), and it al o 
protects the fish from harvest. While 
returning fish without harvest is a ym-
bol of good faith by fishermen , the 
most important issues are in resource 
protection. 
The public must demand full exami-
nation of impacts before allowing the 
gutting-out of a stream. The prairie 
rivers of the Midwest are a rare resource 
of our heritage and the life therein has 
diversity and specialization worth every 
ounce of protection we can give them. 
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